"A DAY OF CHANGE"
Mini courses? Resource centers?
Modular schedules?
Independent study?
Maybe "A DAY OF CHANGE" is not correct. We, the
class of 1973, are the
class that is starting it all. The change over
from tradition to the
future was bound to
come. But we are
only the beginning.
We will never know
how the change will
effect our school
because we will be
long gone before we
can see the results.
Someday, maybe we
can come back and
cause our own "DAY
OF CHANGE". Till
then, we can only
look back and com-
pare tradition to the
start of the future. As
you look at the faces
in our book, think
about the transition,
you were part of it.
The winning tradition of Passaic Valley's gridders was upheld for another fine year as the team turned in a 5 and 3 record. The hardwork, determination, and double sessions have once again paid off, as this year's Varsity got off to a strong start by winning their first two games with shutouts. Midway through the season, the Varsity had the misfortune of injuries. At one point, 6 of the 11 starters were sidelined. Individual honors went to Dave Strasser for tying the State record for field goals, and being selected first team All-League center. Defensive tackle Nick Sauter compiled All-state, All-league, and All-county honors. Once again, much credit must be given to Coach Gerdy and his fine staff as they continued to make football one of Passaic Valleys' more successful sports.
VARSITY
Bill McLoone (Capt.)
Dave Sansone (Co-Capt.)
Joe Beltramba
Art Bronk
Mike Burke
Jim Fernandez
Mark Haefeli
John Heyn
Dave Lauber
Ken MacFarlane
Pete Mundy
Neil Noordyk
Joe Novack
Larry O'Shea
Gregory Panas
Bob Pertain
Jack Quinn
Steve Retzer

Vic Santalla
Nick Sauter
Tom Saylor
Gary Slinger
Dave Stewart
Dave Strasser
Gary Tabor
Mark Towers
Charles Webb
John Wills
CHEERLEADERS

Captain  Barbara Kimler
Co-Captain  Pat DeVisser
Pat Jackiewicz
Chris Ebert
Carol DiGiore
Kathy Abruscato
Ellen Hopp
Lynda Gulino
Kathy Paterson
Pat Murphy
Substitutes
Donna DiGiovanni
Karen Seager
Adviser:
Mrs. LaVerne Becker
Miss Laurel Goosman
TWIRLERS

Pat Kobert (Capt.)
Denise Diehl (Co-Capt.)
Linda Airel
Jill DeYoung
Marya Dujets
Alexis Jauras
Dori Liscio
Frank Rado
Debbie Scoular
Peggy Shadel
Sue Ulrich
Marilyn Waller
Debbie Rothenberger

ADVISOR:
Carol DeSimone
COLOR GUARD

Captain  Karen Tomko
Co-Captain  Lynn Erbig


Substitute
Laura Davidson
Marcia Davidson
Nancy Heyn
Sue Hook
Jane Lynch

Advisor
Mr. James Barresi
COACHES
Steve Gerdy
Joseph Biscaha
Sean Bowe
Henry Sisbarro
Harold Green
David McMahon
Frank Pellechia
Neil Aharrah

Tackle!
FOOTBALL MANAGERS:

Cliff Davenport  
Mitch Donato  
Joe Alessi  
Jim Fishback
In this passing year the PV football team will lose 28 seniors but this will not effect the team as much as the retirement of Mr. Steve Gerdy as Head Coach after 18 years of hard work. It is hard to find the words to say about a man who has given so much of himself to the team and to the sport. The highlight of Coach Gerdy's many years at PV was the possession of a fine record of 91 games won, 66 lost and 2 tied. The 1961 team was the first undefeated but tied team, and the 1964 team was the first undefeated in the history of the school. They won Lakeland Conference Championships in 1958, 1961, 1963, & 1964 and a co-championship in the NNJIL in 1969. They also won a co-state sectional championship in 1969.

We feel that Passaic Valley is losing a fine coach but must honor him for retiring from something he loves in order to advance the educational goals of our school.
The fall season saw the culmination of a long-time dream . . . the advent of girls varsity sports on Passaic Valley's Athletic roster. The first to enter into interscholastic competition was Girls Field Hockey. Their record (1-54) was not the most impressive and did not show the many hours of effort put forth by our girls and their spirited coach, Jean Radimer.
Little Me
CLASS OF '73
Varsity Team

Enzo Niglio (Co-Capt.)
Russ Paulson (Co-Capt.)
Glen Van Gieson (Co-Capt.)
Tom Brodo
Tom Curcio
Frank Gallo
Dave Lambert
Paul Leetsma
Fred Lugano
Don Meszaros
Don Peterson
Ron Raymond
Ed Voorhis
Once again Passaic Valley shows itself as one of the top soccer teams in the NNJIL. This year's team produced an impressive 10-4-2 league record way above the .500 mark. This gave the Hornets an easy third place finish along with a game in the state tournament. Although the team got off to a slow start, they came back winning six consecutive games, breaking the old record of five straight. Team members honored to area all-star teams were Enzo Niglio, Glenn Van Gieson, Mark Amerigowicz, Tom Curcio, and Ed Voorhis. Much of the success goes to the fine job done by Coach Mazza, and his assistant coaches. Once again this team and coaches are to be congratulated on their fine season.
SOCCER COACHES
Joe Mazza
Vince Caruso
John Licisko
Frank Ariola

MANAGERS
Jim O’Connell
Dave Middlemas
With the start of cross-country came the double sessions, blisters, and sore muscles with no regrets. Facing the tough competition of the NNJII the Hornets compiled a 5-4 record. Outside the league they compiled three wins against no setbacks. This was Mr. Bender's initial season, and as far as record it was an evident success. One of the high points in dual meet competition was the defeat of a strong Ridgewood team. A fact that was of no surprise was the consistent showing of seniors Bob Currie and Bill Sabino. Each received honors in Area All-Star Teams. With a winning slate of 8-4 Coaches Bender and Kiick should be commended for a job well done.

VARSITY

Robert Currie
William Sabino
Peter Feenan
William Kovalczyk
Michael Hennie

Ray Shatwell
John Waryas
Bruce Bolehala
John Paradiso
Basketball
Following the winning example set by fall sports, the 1972-1973 basketball team came out on the court and captured a share of their first NNJIL title. Their final League record was an impressive 14 wins and 4 losses. For the first time the Hornets defeated a strong Hackensack basketball team in a high pressure game 57-55. The team continued on its winning ways by taking nine consecutive victories and defeating co-champions Paramus. PV players honored to NNJIL All-Star teams were John Gerdy — 1st team, Eugene Krom — 2nd team, Dave Klenrock and Mike Suglia received honorable mention. Credit for this year’s success goes to Head Coach Carmen DeSimoni and his staff as they put together probably one of the best teams in the history of Passaic Valley basketball.
VARSITY TEAM

Dave Klienrock (Co-Capt.)
Eugene Krom (Co-Capt.)
Joe Lazarski
John Wills
John Silvers
Larry O'Shea
Dave Nowan
Jim Gaita
John Gerdy
Mike Suglia
Girls' Gymnastics
VARSITY

Leo Schafer  
Joe Quinn  
George Sabol  
Mark Towers  
Dave Lauber  
Bill Beresford  
Joe Beltramba

Vic Santella  
Mark Stanek  
Tim Donohue  
Joe Lotito  
Paul La Valle  
Ken MacFarlane  
Nick Sauter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Orange</td>
<td>53-5</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Valley</td>
<td>31-18</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaneck</td>
<td>27-12</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramus</td>
<td>29-17</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergenfield</td>
<td>21-27</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackensack</td>
<td>18-18</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell</td>
<td>49-8</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>49-3</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montclair</td>
<td>46-8</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgewood</td>
<td>40-9</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton</td>
<td>35-9</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>31-16</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the season came to an end the Passaic Valley wrestling team boasted an impressive 7-1-1 league record, and 10-1-1 overall record. This outstanding finish enabled them to achieve 2nd place in the NNJIL, 1 point behind the first place team. The Hornets went on to capture both the Passaic County Tournament and the District 8 Team Championship for the second year.

There were several outstanding seniors led by Co-Captains Vic Santalla (148) and Tim Donahue (157), who each took first in the county and district 8 matches. Mark Towers at 130 finished second in both matches, while Bill Beresford at 136 took 2nd in the county and 3rd in the districts.

Mr. McMahon believes there is a bright future for wrestling at P.V. in the coming years with the achievements of this year's underclassmen.
Contributing to the spirit of Christmas, the 1973 Valley Green Staff held its second annual party for some underprivileged children from Paterson. They ate, they played, they laughed and everyone felt the wonderful joy Christmas time brings. It can be summed up with the words of one of the children, "It was the best Christmas I ever had!"
Passaic Valley bowling teams are making it a habit of consistently winning. Coach DePaul led the Horents to 1st place in the Butler Scholastic League, and a strong showing in the NNJIL. They captured the County Tournament as well as placing 2nd in the State Tournament. Steve Drehetz led both leagues with high average. The team also led the NNJIL in high game and high series. Individual honors went to Steve Dretz and Bob Pavlak for All-County. Mr. DePaul should be congratulated on another successful season.
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feelin So Sad"

Jeff Grimshaw
Karen Mangen
Marcy Seabridge
Tom Aulino
Julius Tiritelli
Jim Mesis
Jay Shwartz
John Mayer
Alan Keinzlen
The Ice Hockey Club was formed in the winter of 1971-72. The purpose is to encourage students in the sport of Ice Hockey, to further the skills of its members through knowledge, practice, and competition, and to promote understanding of the sport Ice Hockey.

Capt: Jim Danbrowney  
Alternates: Al Galczynski  
Bob Dhuyveter  
John Urchak  
Advisor: William DeGroot
Members
Jim Danbrowney
Al Galczynski
Richard Famiano
Charles Phillips
Mark Todisco
Bob Dhuyvetter
Joe Sudol
John Urchak
Steve Auteri
Steve Keown
Tom Guastello
Doug Titus
Larry Godley
Bill Shaw
Barry Taylor
Chris Potter
Gary Cobb
Ben Cohen
Mark Teza
Dave Uhrin
John Bruno
Ski Club

Please keep skis away from side of bus . . .
Doc Wagner
Passaic Valley's baseball team will be coming out on the field with optimistic thoughts of taking it all this spring. With nine returning lettermen, and the majority of the team with previous varsity experience, the Hornets are rated as top NNJIL contenders. Behind P.V.'s optimism is the strong pitching of Capt. Gary Slinger and Steve Berto­lero. The coaching staff will be looking towards Dave Strasser, Ed Ginter and Tom Curcio when it comes to hitting. Coaches Frank Reaser, Bill De Groot and Vince Caruso along with the entire team are looking towards a fine season.
COACHES

Vince Caruso
Bill DeGroot
John Lisko
Frank Reaser
1973 VARSITY TEAM

Steve Bertolero
Mark Curcio
Tom Curcio
Denis Etzel
Ed Ginter
Bill Hale
Bob Hulme
Dave Kleinrock
Joe Novack
Bob Pertain
Dave Sansone
Gary Slinger
Tom Socalski
Dave Strasser
Mike Suglia
Mark Todisco
John Urchak
Senior Faculty Game
Art Show
Girls' Softball

Spring ... and the beginnings of a season. Passaic Valley has fielded its first girls' softball team, with the hope of capturing the glory of a winning team, a feat that is admirable for a team that has never before ran, batted, and pitched together. With their enviable determination and hard-driving efforts, the team is assured not only the winning of games, but the respect of those who view them.
VARSITY TEAM

Art Bronk, Bob Currie (Capt.), Rick DeDonato, Jim Fernandez, Mark Haefeli (Capt.), Paul Leetsma, George Miller, Pete Mundy, Bob O'Neil, Bill Sabino, Klaus Steinnagel, Dave Stewart, Gary Tabor (Capt.), Mark Towers, Paul Zwashia, Nick Sauter, Jack Quinn, Ray Shatwell, Dave Hagmen, Jim Cochran, Don Buckley, Bill Kovalczyk, Pat Digiore, Jim Gaita, Mike Fischer, Doug Michelli, Bob Kerwin, John Garcia.
MANAGERS

Cliff Davenport, Bob Schlamp, Mark Walsh, Joanne Masterpasque, Kathy Krill.

COACHES

Frank Pellechia, Sean Bowe, James Kicik, Bernard Bender.
P.V.'s track team makes its appearance as a well rounded veteran group of athletes. With the experience of 23 returning lettermen to work with, Coach Pellechia is very optimistic. Along with being a top contender in the N.N.J.I.L., the varsity has the potential to take both the Passaic County Relays, and the Passaic County Championship. Outstanding performances are expected to be turned in by seniors George Miller, Bob Currie, Bill Sabino, Jim Fernandez, Mark Heafeli and juniors Ray Shatwell and Jim Gaita.
Golf

Passaic Valley Golfers are looking forward to another promising season under Coach Biscaha with a team consisting of several experienced performers.
FORE!
Green Committee Heads

Donna Lobosco, Lynn

Green and
Erbig, Linda Stanton

White Committee Heads

Green Victory

White Day
Girls Show
Senior
Class
Officers

Richard De Donato
President

Carol De Simone
Class Advisor

Janice Stawowy
Vice-President
KATHY ABRUSCATO
ambition a dancer secret ambition to always be happy with R.S. memories all my good times with R.S. "69'; Prom '72; summer of '72 with R.S., P.D., P.B., peanut and walnut; P.O.A.; one special night; crying with I.B., P.D.; my few friends; cheering '72, '73; Girls' show; being out's head white cheering; walks with M.M., Foodi I & II; Mr. B. with L.H.

GEORGE MICHAEL ADIS
"George" ambition banker secret ambition to travel around the world memories Atlantic City with D.E. class '71-'72; the trip to Spain with Butch, Charlie, LouAnn, Kathy, and all the others.

LINDA AIREL
"Lynn" ambition to be a nurse secret ambition to travel around the world, and be happy memories 4 yrs. P.V. choir; a certain someone; B.M.; a teddy bear; summer of '71; senior Prom '71; friends; A.R., 1.S. 1.J.; practicing for yr. play; twining; D.E. parties; Stevens, mixers; 2 hearts; 7:30 a.m. practices; a green frog.

MICHELE ALLU
"Michy" ambition private secretary secret ambition to live my life over and not make the same stupid mistakes memories Cotillion and Prom '72 with W.G., C.H. & D.S.; class elections; Golden Star on Friday nights with D.S.; H.R. 024; sharing secrets with S.S. Girls' Show '71 & '72; Trudy's with S.S. & A.M.; shore with W.G., C.H. & D.S.; Vetrone Dr.; finally waking up; spending W.G.'s money; a certain baseball game; Prom '73; 2 long weeks; basketball games; 7th study jr. year with Miss D. being with my friends; every moment with W.G.

EDWARD ALBERT AMEN
"Ed" ambition go into medicine secret ambition to find the beautiful people of the great world memories the fun in Bio II period 3 and Bio I period 7; labs in Chem I period 6; playing chess and cards in free time; Chem II labs and Physics 1 labs.

TINA MARIE ALESSI

LAWRENCE VINCENT AGNES
"Larry" ambition to have a family and a good job secret ambition to live a good life and be successful in life memories 7th grade Boston trip; 8th grade Washington trip; fun in beginning of high school; meeting new friends; meeting M.V.; getting into hot water for stupid reasons.
JANICE M. ANDREANO

"Jan" ambition college secret ambition to live in a big castle with a special someone memories "R.W.C."; July 18, 70, sr, Prom '71; Jr. Collision; the accident; HW 024; 6th study Jr. year; crazy Chem labs with E.D.; Dr. Ed.; Bamberger; New York on a chilly day; Girls' Show '70-'71; Fosh II; fun with D.S., M.A., and P.M.; three happy years with R.W.C....

ED. ANDRELEVICH JR.

"Ed" ambition to travel across country secret ambition to be happy with someone special memories Virginia Beach; Rich's house with the Guys; K.E. house; getting hit with an orange in the stomach; jail, South Carolina; being with M.B.K., Seaside Hhs.

DARLENE ANN ANDREWS

"Dar" ambition to be happy in everything I do secret ambition it's J.D.'s and my secret memories Jr. '71 and summer; 6th lunch with J.D.; bus 18 with J.D.; summer '72; swimming at Greenwood Lake with J.D.; mornings with J.D., cutting with J.D. at P.W.'s.

DARLENE ANN ANDREWS

"Dar" ambition to be happy in everything I do secret ambition it's J.D.'s and my secret memories Jr. '71 and summer; 6th lunch with J.D.; bus 18 with J.D.; summer '72; swimming at Greenwood Lake with J.D.; mornings with J.D., cutting with J.D. at P.W.'s.

KATHY M. ANSELM

ambition career in fashion secret ambition to someday live in Australia memories R.S.; 1st pd. Ford, "my all the mayo!"; certain fall on ice; motorcycle from R.S.; 1st pd. Bio — Mr. Lou, working with M.S. and B.F.; my birthday, the Farkle; Dr. Ed. with Mr. B.; Europe; mockout lane; Goldhahn, Jr. lunch; Verona days; H.J.'s; summer of '70; bike hikes; "oh, dummy up!"; hunger attacks; Eng. with Mr. F.; grand pappy Amos, bus strike; good times with friends.

DONALD T. ARIOLA

"Dandy Don" ambition to research Optical Holography secret ambition to fly in a hot air balloon memories frosh soccer and track; chess club; ski club; volleyball; Vermont '72, mud puddles; Mr. Peter, Yearbook '72, '73; all of the '72, '73 staff; M.A.S.P.; all the girls; good times with M.D.; the team of Whitney and Sullivan; Bubbles Bray; D.B.; all night DAP parties; Mr. K., ar1als1970.jpg

MARY ANN ARMSTRONG

"Mary" ambition to be a beautiful secret ambition to live in a little red house in the woods with G.A.; memories going with G.A.; the shore, freshman lunch; art & study with G.A.; horseback riding and typing with I.C.

JOHN R. ARLAUSKAS

"Jack" ambition college secret ambition to ski the unskiable "col. 73" memories those very long chair lift rides at C.G.; Austrian New Years '70-'71; "Vt. '73", Seaside '70 & '71; Beach Haven '72; Canada '72; Fosh wrestling; Chem jr. and sr. year; 8th pd. soph. and jr. year; jr. play; soph. year.

THOMAS AULINO

"T" ambition to be successful secret ambition to become sane memories a piece of the vine, those Friday night shows; the Play; Algebra I and II; hating F.W.'s.
THOMAS J. AUTORE
“Tommy” ambition: child Psychologist secret ambition: to retreat to the old bridge with C.O., memories year at the end, P.H., R.Y., J.H., C.D., P.M., D.G., M.V., C.O., on the lawn; having a grass light; beautiful times with C.O.; sr. year; J.S., G.T., D.K.

DIANE MICHELLE AZAR
“Dy” ambition: art, a farm in Canada: secret ambition: to become an American Indian memories camping and hiking with J.G., M.G. and M.A.B.; trying to satisfy the bottomless pit with J.G.; invitations to “cheese puffs”; tous les gens étranger avec que je me suis amusé; watching the sunrise; blue skies; watching the sunset rise

FRANK AVOLIO
ambition: to become a great artist, secret ambition: to have Noah and move to the country with Baw, memories Baw, the front lawn; the laut: B,C., R.H., E.S., C.M., M.F., A.A., the old groups; seaside with B.C., G.J., R.H., and C.M., I.R. concert; “t.t.” and “b.b.b.”

RAYMOND S. BANKS
“Elaine” ambition: Medical Secretary secret ambition: to own a ranch in the country for unwanted children memories accident in “squeaky”; buy’s with C.W., J.M., I.D., M.W., the shore with S.L., C.J., N.E., the “sunrise”, M.W’s rambler; study with D.B. and K.J.; Marching 71; summer of 72 track meets

ELAINE BANNIER
“Elaine” ambition: Medical Secretary secret ambition: to own a ranch in the country for unwanted children memories accident in “squeaky”; buy’s with C.W., J.M., I.D., M.W., the shore with S.L., C.J., N.E., the “sunrise”, M.W’s rambler; study with D.B. and K.J.; Marching 71; summer of 72 track meets

HAROLD BAKER
“Harry” ambition: graduate memories the days no one went
RENE BARDEL

Ambition: to be a success
Interests: tennis, skiing, diving

SHARON BARONE

"Shar" ambition secretary secret ambition to live and be happy forever
memories: good times with G.K., surprise and P.J. parties; "Listen to this"; crazy times with J.C., G.C., J.S., J.F., J.T., and E.B.; English trip to Princeton, all my friends

GAIL MARIE BARRESI

ambition: nurse secret ambition to marry a professional athlete
memories: Wrestling matches with A.S.; Florida with K.O., S.S., and B.D.; Germany '73; Seaside '71 with A.S.; surf city '72; the life guard party with N.B.; Soph. English; Jr. English with K.O. and H.C.; Glassboro with B.D.; "Country Rd.; tandem bikes with A.S.; senior play; Colorguard competitions; buzzing with K.O.; Frosh. yr.; skating; California '72; Loof Lipa; German 4 yrs. with S.S., N.B., D.J., and J.M.

BONNIE D. BEEHLER

"Bon" ambition Medical Secretary secret ambition to be in the Olympics memories: French I; accounting I; Choir '71-'73; T.J.'s lizard; Girls' Show '72; a Wednesday in March & P.L.; Pinebrook '72; Easter Sunrise service; minute-man; picnic and plane crash of Apr. '72; thees; J.F.; Fidelis; last chance; "the bridge"; Seaside '72; Cheesegvake; good times with J.L., C.T., M.W., L.W., E.Z., S.G., J.G., T.M., R.S.; picnics on Garrett Mt.; Wildwood '72; meeting J.M.; a special walk; 2 & 33 at Aunt L.P.'s; lemons; peanuts; fire truck; "Chief" Y.G.

JOSEPH BELTRAMBA

"Bello" ambition teacher secret ambition to have the Riverview "Rats" join the N.B.A. and to be everybody's buddy memories: "Rats" vs. "Gak"; "Rats" vs. "Amity Street Boys"; the old bookie days; my old pal N.S.; "You guys are dumb"; "the gipp Club"; all my pals and buddies; the "Rat" team

HELEN JOAN BARTLOM

"Helen" ambition Physical Education teacher secret ambition to be in the Olympics memories: Color Guard; Girl's Show; "White Convair"; Florida: winter retreats; Toronto; Committee Head with K.T.; Pittsburgh; 6th lunch yr.; Seaside with J.P., K.J., and E.O.; Physics; drivers ed. Mr. P.; Homeroom 141; Seaside with C.G.

RICK BEGY


THOMAS FRANK BELTRAMBA

"Rudy" ambition to be a friend to the world memories: J.D., R.P., B.M., D.L., G.Q., B.Mc., M.W., I.A., D.K., E.K., L.L., K.L., K.K.; Mr. D's Biology; "Jahn's Ice Cream Palace"; orange lockers and red ones too; "the new P.V."
DONNA BENDA
ambition music composer secret ambition to live in an old house in the country memories ski trips, the farm, Wilmington, VT; horseback riding; Wildwood shore; camping out.

ROBERT BENIO
"Bob" ambition college secret ambition to know the secret about superman memories High Point; telephone poles; Vaque glances; Columbia with M.S.; Blainstown; the Bible; incident at "mills"; insomnia; a cast of thousands.

WILLIAM BERESFORD
"Bite" ambition to own my own construction company secret ambition to live on my own island with L.H. memories football; wrestling; summer of '70; Lake Hopatcong; March 4, 1972; "Elmer Fudd"; good times with L.H.; circus; Chicago concert; summer of '72; Pennsylvania; "Maes".

THOMAS JOSEPH BERSCH
"T" ambition college secret ambition to surf all summer and ski all winter memories 1st ski trip; P.V. football games; Soph. gym with Mr. B.; summer of '71 with K.C., Bio lab; M.M., J.S., L.H.; coffee at Sab's; Sunday football games; Perkins; wrestling; good times with M.T., D.T., E.C.;

STEVEN CHRISTIAN BERTOLORO
"Bert" ambition to be a success in life secret ambition to play for the N.Y. Mets memories 8 stady jr. yr.; Johnny L.; 3 yrs. Vas Baseball; H.B., Mr. P.; P.A.I. Basketball; "The Gris"; A.I. Baseball; The R & T W.P. Boys; 7/2/71 - 12/31/71

TONI MARIE BERTOLINI
"Bert" ambition Dental Assistant secret ambition to own a monkey memories B.H.; Fire on 46; Prom '72; "Colour My World"; summer of '72; special moments with B.H.; Cotillion '71; being Hornet with T.C., C.K., S.M., K.S.; surf shack; Gr. CH. '72; crying with K.A.; the fidge.

CAROL BERKOWICZ
"Carol" ambition teacher secret ambition to be happy memories good times with J.H.; bus strike; Bio. lab; getting my license; Drivers Ed.; 7th per. music theory.

THOMAS JOSEPH BERSCH
"T" ambition college secret ambition to surf all summer and ski all winter memories 1st ski trip; P.V. football games; Soph. gym with Mr. B.; summer of '71 with K.C., Bio lab; M.M., J.S., L.H.; coffee at Sab's; Sunday football games; Perkins; wrestling; good times with M.T., D.T., E.C.;

STEVEN CHRISTIAN BERTOLORO
"Bert" ambition to be a success in life secret ambition to play for the N.Y. Mets memories 8 stady jr. yr.; Johnny L.; 3 yrs. Vas Baseball; H.B., Mr. P.; P.A.I. Basketball; "The Gris"; A.I. Baseball; The R & T W.P. Boys; 7/2/71 - 12/31/71

TONI MARIE BERTOLINI
"Bert" ambition Dental Assistant secret ambition to own a monkey memories B.H.; Fire on 46; Prom '72; "Colour My World"; summer of '72; special moments with B.H.; Cotillion '71; being Hornet with T.C., C.K., S.M., K.S.; surf shack; Gr. CH. '72; crying with K.A.; the fidge.

NANCY RUTH BESSO
"Nance" ambition college secret ambition to be successful and happy the rest of my life memories Girl's Show; Florida '72 and B.P.; "Johnny Lightning"; Dr. Ed. with S.P.; "Did ya look!"; getting lost at M.I.C. & W.P.C. with G.B.; the life guard party; driving 9/8/72 with S.P. & R.M.; "Hey Kid"; Germany; good times with S.S., D.R., B.B., S.P., L.V., S.V., R., M., C.B., M.A., an all my other friends at Valley.
WILLIAM BLAIR
"Bill" ambition to get out of high school secret ambition to get everything out of life that I want memories P.N. & R.E.; front lawn soph & jr. yrs.; cutting with B.D. & J.H.; P.L. & D.D. soph yr.

TIMOTHY BLASCO
"Tim" ambition agriculture memories C-man; "Gummie Shelter"

ROBERT HARMON BLITZ
"Bob-O" ambition lawyer secret ambition own race horses and be the World Chess titlist memories 9/1/72; parties 9/2/72; R.D., A.B.J., M.T., S.G., M.H., V.C., T.C., S.F.; bookie ring in 6th per lunch 1972, 7th per. S.S. with V.J. 1972; G.S., P.R., C.K., breakfast

CHERYL ANN BODMER
"Cher" ambition to work with handicapped children secret ambition to be happy with that certain someone memories N.Y.C.; S.G., S.H., P.K., K.B., D.K., D.R., B.B., D.M., J.M. Waterfalls; Concerts; great times with B.K., 12/31/71; "Vette"; riding around; summer 72; H.R. 141; Mr. B.; days off; B.S.; driving Brookdale Park; "Clyde"

ROBERT WALTER BOEHME
"Bob" ambition lawyer secret ambition perfection memories summer of '72; Florida; German conventions; hanging around with the group; girls from Camden Catholic; Cogito Ergo Sum

JOSEPH BOCHICCO

RODGER THOMAS BOECHLE
ambition Certified Public Accountant memories Driver Ed. with Mr. B. & Mr. R.; lunch periods with A.M., K.P., B.S., and the rest of the gang; all the great laughs with Mr. M. in Algebra II

JANICE BOGOSIAN
"Jan" ambition to work and then get married secret ambition to live my life as long and how I want to memories going down the shore; Soph. year with C.S., J.K.C., R.P., B.R., & M.W.; getting my license & car; being friends with C.D.; cutting; Union; F.N. at Sears; driving certain place with C.D.
ALBERT BOLLE JR.

"Bos" or "A.B."
ambition: mechanic secret ambition to become the world's best skier memories - ski club, Austria trip; Little Falls Bowling Alley with S.H., J.A., B.K.; Summer of '72 Labor Day weekend parties; breakfast with "The Syndicate"; '71 - '72 school year with S.G., group practices

ALBERT BOOTH

"Al" ambition: mechanic secret ambition to drive 95% of the time memories - daydreaming; '64 Pontiac on Rt. 80: '67 C.T.O.; J.D.'s party; Island parties; New York state and P.A.

DIANE BORSINA

"Di" ambition: secretary secret ambition - Airline Stewardesses memories - tutoring with B.B., D.V., M.S., P.K., J.M., K.B., D.K., S.G., S.H., C.B.; the lake; '80 at S.F.; waterfalls 3 days at L.H.; the shore: good times with B.K.; the Park; B/21/72 at N.Y.C.; New Years Eve; H.R. 141 with Mr. B.

HENRY BOSCO

ambition: Concert Promoter secret ambition: to play the fiddle memories - French II with R.D., A.B.; Soph. gym with "Griz"; Grateful Dead Concert; Fillmore Days; hot dogs for everybody when J.B. cooked 'em; Mondo's part; good times with the "Burger King".

JANE BOUMAN

"Bowie" ambition: to meet someone that doesn't expect myself secret ambition: to marry an Indian and fashion coordinate the world memories - Nebo; J.D.; "the Elk"; 2 yrs. M.N. guys; bakery; Summer '71 & '72; H.R. 3 yrs.; T.B., E.W., Metro; Stevens; Ramapo; great times P.S.C. with F.Y., A.J., L.T.; art: st. art; S. Kleins, E.M., R.D., B.C., G. D.; R.V.; A.L. party; meeting S.; Friday shore trips with gang and Sunday John; E.H.S. & S.K.I.S., also the inn

SHARON L. BOOB

"Shay" ambition: Pediatrician secret ambition: to try to make everyone I know happy, especially those whom I love memories - summer '71 & '72; Heublein; lunch Jr. year; Bio. I & II; Chem I; the fun with A.S., K.K., I.C., D.W.; Driver Ed; getting my license; Teddy Bear

ANN MARIE BORRELLI

ambition: Legal Secretary memories - learning, from B.S., how to drive

THERESA WORACH
THOMAS JOSEPH BRODO
"Brod" ambition: medical doctor secret ambition: to travel to the ends of the universe memories: Soph '71, '72, '73; Senior Pian: "Echo"; Key Club: Soph 6th lunch; English III with H.F.; Soccer; French I with T.A.; B.S. with the boys.

ARTHUR H. BRONK JR.
"Chip" ambition: to be successful in whatever I do secret ambition: to be a "ski bum" memories: Vermont '72; L.E. off the Pian: Summer '70, '71, '72; Austra '72; Friday nights at "Perks" with J.F.; L.O.; & J.W. track.

JOHN CYRIL BROOKS
ambition: lawyer secret ambition: to be the next Robert Zimmerman memories: Fillmore; the "rip-off"; Bang-la Desh Concert; trip out west; Munich; waiting in the garden; watching the River Flows Memorial Day Weekend; '71, '72; N.Y.C.

MARY BUCCIERI
"Bouch" ambition: to get married secret ambition: to be happy with the one I love memories: going out with K.L.; Baull's Verona Park; Seaside dance with P.M., J.L., D.C.; watching for "Green A.S."
"the rain". Brookdale Park; Spindletop; Girl's Show '71 with R.J.; D.C., K.G., Main Street; riding bikes in the rain; good times with B.T., J.L., P.M., C.E., M.D., D.C., P.M.
MARK BUCZEK
"Bute" ambition college secret ambition to live my life over again memories; laughing it up at J.V. The Boys, Latin Club-Room 106; Garfield game; long talks with D.B.; Chemistry with T.S. & "Monk"; marathon; summer-working at the pool; Freshman basketball

DEBRA ELLEN BUNGO
"Debbie" ambition medicine secret ambition to become a concert pianist memories; Skiing; Vermont '71-'72; Gore Mt.; three years of Choir; Hour hrs. French; 5th lunch; English III; Senior Life saving; Lincoln Park Swim Club; Girl's Show; Rainbows; Joph; yr. letters; Totowa Cinema; Hospital '71; my cast; sharing lockers; "Tri's"; Seaside '70; Island Beach; Wilm. Vi. with D.B.; yearbook meetings; Senior play practice; Color Guard

MICHAEL EDWARD BURKE
"Burke" ambition to go into conservation secret ambition to go somewhere where nature surrounds me memories; nights with the C's; boys; summers of '71, '72; basketball tournament in Ohio; days with P.V.; Dec. 7 with P.V.; weekend at Stokes

GERALDINE BUSH
"Geri" ambition college secret ambition to know all the answers memories Dr. Ed. art classes; ski trips; New York with N.B.; Point Pleasant with C.I. and G.S.; Florida with J.G.; Trenton with P.H.; getting lost at Paterson State, Montclair State and in the lockers.

CAROLE-ANN BUTTIMORE
"CA" ambition registered nurse secret ambition to be able to have three wishes come true memories; Freshman year algebra class; Fresh & Soph wrestling; Ridgewood match; Soph. wrestling tournament '70; Christmas & New Year's Eve '71 with J.S., T.C., & B.N.; meeting A.S.; S.K.; trips with T.B., T.C., & E.C.; coffee at J.S.'s, T.C.'s driver test, all my friends

DEBORAH ANN CALI
"Debbie" ambition cosmologist secret ambition to always be loved memories Girl's Show '71 with K.G., R.J., M.B.; "Mousie"; "the rain"; watching for "Green S.S."; Brookdale Park, April 13, '72; Girls Show '72 with J.L.; Dance with J.L., P.M., M.B., M.Y. Song; Spindle Top; K.M.'s Party; summer '72; bicycle rides in the rain; Bickford's Christmas '71 with D.B.; long talks with R.J., G.T., Main Street; conversations with a certain someone without saying a word; good times with B.T., J.L., P.M., C.E., M.D., M.B., and P.M.

RICHARD FRANK BURRELL
"Rick" ambition to be happy, successful and have lots of friends secret ambition to make some sort of contribution to humanity memories Freshman year algebra class; Fresh & Soph wrestling; Ridgewood match; Soph. wrestling tournament '70; Christmas & New Year's Eve '71 with J.S., T.C., & B.N.; meeting A.S.; S.K.; trips with T.B., T.C., & E.C.; coffee at J.S.'s, T.C.'s driver test, all my friends

GERALDINE BUSH
"Geri" ambition college secret ambition to know all the answers memories Dr. Ed. art classes; ski trips; New York with N.B.; Point Pleasant with C.I. and G.S.; Florida with J.G.; Trenton with P.H.; getting lost at Paterson State, Montclair State and in the lockers.

CAROLE-ANN BUTTIMORE
"CA" ambition registered nurse secret ambition to be able to have three wishes come true memories; Freshman year algebra class; Fresh & Soph wrestling; Ridgewood match; Soph. wrestling tournament '70; Christmas & New Year's Eve '71 with J.S., T.C., & B.N.; meeting A.S.; S.K.; trips with T.B., T.C., & E.C.; coffee at J.S.'s, T.C.'s driver test, all my friends

RICHARD G. YOST
"Rick" ambition to be a success secret ambition to travel around the world memories junior year; sitting on the front lawn 4th, 5th, and 6th lunches
GARY CAMPAGNA
“Gary” ambition state trooper secret ambition to travel to Alaska memories summer of ’72 at the drive-in, Route 80; Kerwill; Yonken Raceway; getting stuck in 4WD.

VIVIAN MARY CANOVA
“Viv” ambition full time Christian service for God’s love memories Bible study in auditorium every morning; my friends J.W., C.P., C.F., and the great times we had together.

WILLIAM C. CAPO
“Bill” ambition to graduate high school secret ambition to always have money and never having to work memories freshman yr. with Mrs. W.; arguing at S.C.A. meetings; splitting my pants soph. yr. in lunch; going sleigh riding on cafeteria tray jr. year; cutting with A.M. in lunch; jr. summer with C.W., D.G., J.R., M.W.; Seaside Heights ’71 and ’72; long rides and talks with M.C.W.; Mr. B’s new schedule.

IDAMAE CAPACI
“Ida” ambition secretary and mother secret ambition to get married and live a happy life memories good times with S.B., G.C., P.F.; Easter of ’72 with C.R.; ’72 Cotillion with C.K.; my first spin-out on Route 80 …

JOSEPH CAPARINO
“Cap” ambition law enforcement secret ambition T.A.P.C. and college memories coffee at J’s; Sunday football; Sunday, Jr. year GIP, RAI, Geo.

EDWARD JOHN CARAFELLO
“Ed” ambition college secret ambition to live long enough to do all the things I want to do memories friendships with M.S. and G.V.G.; good times with D.T.; Perkins with T.B., M.S., and J.F.; skiing; good times with D.T., M.T., and T.B.; shore ’72; fresh baseball; Vermont

CHRIS CARBONE
ambition lawyer secret ambition to fulfill life with no problems memories N.Y. concerts; camping Upstate; having good times with P.Z., P.H., V.S., M.F., S.J., J.P., B.H.; down the shore; summer of ’72

ROSEMARY CARBONE
ambition retailing secret ambition to have a huge, old house in the country with horses memories new experiences with G.D.P., Italy ’71; Friday nights at “Gary’s”; 10/21/71; Wed. night dancing lessons; cutting up at Girls’ State; our “sleep outs”; scheming with T.A., L.C., and J.C.
PETE R. CARDINALE
“Pete” ambition to get my ways always secret ambition to be a flea trainer for a flea circus memories cutting with the gang; the front lawn; New Year’s Eve ’70 — ’71 with E.H., D.S., H.K., and N.J. State Pigs; Mr. B. and J.B., K.D., and 4th period Jr. yr.

THOMAS CARLOCK
“Tom” ambition to make money secret ambition to be a goodish engineer memories Golden Star breakfasts; Top Burger lunches; M.G. first car; poker games at “Dunn’s Bar”; Senior Cal.: playing blues’ piano in the music wing; painting B.D.’s car

SANDRA LEE CARROLLA

JAMES CARTER
“Jim” ambition navy secret ambition to ride cross country on a sportster memories Mundo’s camping in N.Y. with C.E., J.L., T.Z., H.B., P.P.; 110 m.p.h. down Barnet Ave.; H.B.’s garage; getting caught with J.B., H.B., T.Z., P.R.; soph. wood shop; Jr. gym; G.G.O.; Dr. Ed., Noot; riding; M.S.; flying; Jr. English

PAUL CASTELEIN
“Cap’s” ambition aviation engineer secret ambition to do the ½ mile in less than nine seconds memories frosh study; do the KA-BOOM; selling my Vette; going with B.C.; all my friends; camping; Cream and Vanilla Fudge Concert

ALAN M. CAYWOOD
ambition to be an ace chef secret ambition to be a rich probowler and getting a 900 series memories getting��ged in the back with a “T” square by H.D. in shop; Mr. F. in metal shop; the boy’s teaching H. how to swear (and getting him angry)

NICK CARRANO
ambition to be a good speaker secret ambition to play a good guitar and be a song writer memories having I.W. telling me to join the M, and s, so I could act; thanks — E.W., M.W., T.I., S.S., T.B., R.T., J.W., D.S. and others

ANTHONY CERVINO
“Tony” ambition contractor secret ambition to be a good “Gabesh” memories Gabesh: Mr. B.’s_geom. class; K.K., J.M., B.C., P.M., P.S., K.P.; Bio I, J.C., B.S., D.S., R.S., P.F.; coffee at Fs’ summer with K.M., G.D., G.P., B.N.; pit. 4
ANTHONY M. CHETNIK
“Tony” ambition to be a forester
secret ambition to live on a desert island in the Pacific memories 8th per. English class in ’72 with D.F.; freshman assemblies which put me to sleep; Mr. M.’s Math class in ’72; the day before the beginning of summer vacation

ROBERT CHIAPPELLI
“Chip” ambition what ever happens, happens memories 1st study cal.; English III; H.R.; M.G.

GINA CIMMINIELO
“G” ambition beautician secret ambition to live in a giant mansion memories times with S.B., I.C., F.G.; surprise party at I.C.’s house; dances in jr. year; 3rd lunch; 4th lunch; 6th lunch; summer of ’72

JUDY CLARE
ambition concert violinist secret ambition to be the greatest violinist in the world memories nights at “Tommy’s” with S.C., R.W., J.M.T.; playing pool with G.V.; concerts with M.T., S.C., R.W., D.B., and Y.U.; brown and beige Pin-to station wagon; afternoon of last lesson with S.C., M.T., and R.W.

ART YOUNG
“Aquarius”, “Art” ambition musician and writer secret ambition causing a social revolution while playing guitar like Hendrix memories looking back will only make it harder to see obstacles at my feet, for I haven’t reached my goal yet

DEBRA JEAN COBB
“Deb” ambition farmer secret ambition to live as One memories summer ’70 with R.H.S.; Canada ’72; S.S. with I.C.; H.P. with J.C.; Dead concert; Nuhin Duck walking with Mallet; Orbs with J.P.; jado with B.S.; treks with B.B.B.; rodeos; Fatman Blues; 7/26/72
CLAUDIA CODISPOTI
ambition: college - secret ambition - to be a famous dancer and to always be happy. Memories: Masque and Sandal; 4th lunch soph. yr.; B.C. '72 with A.R., Y.U., Y.V., I.P., A. D., A.M., invisible dog; banana and pickle eating lunch at T.D.; Girls' Show; Girls' State with four horny devils; Vi. '72; summer '71 and '72.

ELLEN A. COHEN
"Ellen" ambition: college for now — and then? secret ambition: to be a rockette. Memories: J.F.T.Y.; summers at O.B. Mitsubita Corps '72; Shovum-cogarks; dance troupe; figures and checkbooks; Bio Mr. B.; band, J.P. the B.P.; ski club; Lit. Mast.; the Boan; Hagegah '72; "It was a dark and stormy night" A.B.: my salvation; people here, mostly there; "C.C." and I.S.; 4 years of.

JOAN ANN COLLINS

KATHLEEN PATRICIA
CONNOLLY
"Kathi" ambition: college - secret ambition: to rid the world of prejudice in every form. Memories: Long Island '71 and '72 with R.B.; June 23, '71; Easter '72; Stony Concert '72; Hot Shoppes; good times with B.H., J.C., J.P., and D.O.M; picnics '70; Bio. I. with J.C.; all the parties in W.P. and Cedar Grove; girls' night; acting crazy; shore '71; J.B.B.; D.P.

JAMES CONNELL
"Stinky" secret ambition: to go to the South Pole. Memories: Soccer; taking the grand tour of Northern New Jersey; Hockey; electronic with "Greens"; Chucks' Hot Rod magazines.

ANGELA ZAMPINI

CLAUDETTE L. CONTI
"Caloni" ambition: fireman - secret ambition: to move to Honolulu. Memories: sophomore year; 4th per; study in Audl. with G.B.; Junior English with "Dirty Harry".

ROBIN COOK
"Sport" ambition: to be something in life - secret ambition: to live my life as it comes and to be very happy with a certain someone. Memories: Dr. Ed. with Mr. B.; lunch '71 and '72; Bio. lab with S.C. and I.W.; Pa. with I.S., R.O.; and G.P.; shore '72; Vermont '72; great times with T.M.; White Bowling; my friendship with I.S., R.O., and K.J.
IRENE E. CORDO
secret ambition: retire at 18½ and be
come a dodge ball referee; good times with C.T.; shopping with M.A.;
4th lunch with B.B. and D.C.; leaving with B.B. and D.C.

JANET COWAN
"Jan" ambition: college secret mem-
ories: good times with J.S., R.A.S.,
M.L.S.; Gym with "arm"; shoe: Dr. Id.;
Lake George; summers of '69 and '72

KATHERINE CUDNOW
"Kathy" ambition: private secretary
secret ambition: to marry R.K. and
live happily ever after; memories:
good times with R.K., the cookie man;
getting caught smoking; being sarcastic with
R.K., meeting that certain someone in Sept.
of '71; getting my driver's license; good
times with I.B., C.D., and J.S. through my
years at P.V.

MARK ANTHONY CURCIO
"Cazzie" ambition: to play for the
Mets; secret ambition: to become a
certified public accountant; memories:
from junior basketball with S.P.; picking
snatch with the boys in 6th per.; lunch in jr.
year; making varsity baseball soph. year; 
playing for T.P.

JERRY LEE CURCIO
"Jerry Lee" Curcio ambition: lawyer
secret ambition: to someday find the happiness I've al-
tways wanted; memories: my buddy;
4th lunch soph. year; summer of '71; P.S.,
V.S., and L.H. typing one on with the girl;
Raisinettes; October 10, '71; "Nelson";
Marcopin Rd.; Jens; crying sessions with
L.H.; Girls' Show; Jimmie Cricket; Bessy;
Prom '72; making hornet with T.B.; waiting
with P.D.

TERESA C. CURCIO
ambition: secretary; secret ambition:
to someday find the happiness I've al-
tways wanted; memories: my buddy;
4th lunch soph. year; summer of '71; P.S.,
V.S., and L.H. typing one on with the girl;
Raisinettes; October 10, '71; "Nelson";
Marcopin Rd.; Jens; crying sessions with
L.H.; Girls' Show; Jimmie Cricket; Bessy;
Prom '72; making hornet with T.B.; waiting
with P.D.

TOM CURCIO
"Animal" ambition: to get out of
P.V. secret ambition: pro-baseball
player memories: Mr. K.'s 7th per.
Chem. I class; basketball; soccer; frosh.
English; scoring a goal for Ridgewood in '71.

ROBERT CURRIE
"Bob" ambition: college ; mem-
ories: Gabesh Club with J.M., T.C., P.M.;
cutting with J.C., J.T., J.S.; four years of
C.C. and track; good times with J.S., J.H.,
R.P.; good times with J.H. during summer
of '72.
PHYLLIS D'ALESSANDRO
ambition: office worker; secret ambition: to raise an Irish Setter with P.B.
memories: 3 years with P.B.; senior Prom '70; Cotillion '71; times in "Bessie"; Color Guard with B.T.; Girls' Show; exercises; T.D.P.; Pa, with P.B.; good times with P.B., K.A., and R.S.; "Macaroni Road" Feb. 20th and 21st '70; soph. court with V.S.; "Dad" with L.H.; hr. #146; Foods with K.A.; letter; being lonely with K.A.; frosh Eng.; Bio with C.I. and B.C.

ROSEANNA DAGATI
"Roe" ambition: special education teacher; secret ambition: to be a great piano player.
memories: Sept. 26th '70; going with R.C.; jr. Cotillion '70 and '71 with R.C.; divers ed. with Mr. R.; Girls' Show '71, '72; head of white marching '73; marching meetings; senior Prom and shore '72 with R.C.; planning with M.H.; 1st per. gym with D.B., E.D., B.D., C.B., I.C.; Wildwood with D.B.; Midnight Hooper; a chicken in the bathroom; roller skating with S.B., E.L., R.C., C.M.; 3rd, 5th, 6th lunch

JOHN D'AUUTO
memories: George Harrison concert; trip west, Canada; F.R.'s cellar; tracks with M.P., Cozy

LARRY AUGUST DALLAMURA
"Leap" ambition: tour the U.S. on a sportster.
memories: the U.S. on a sportster; secret ambition: to go in business for myself.
memories: the U.S. on a sportster; secret ambition: to go in business for myself.

EILEEN DALY
ambition: teacher; secret ambition: to find the end of the rainbow.
memories: my 2 years at Paul VI; crazy Chem labs with J.A.; getting to know J.D., D.C., B.I.R.; being friends with E.O.; Shea Stadium; California '72; Girls' Show; 6th study yr. year; 1st gym

JULIE DALEY
ambition: to be a beautician.
memories: Thanksgiving and Christmas; holidays with H.O.; Billy Buells with I.S.; Seaside Hts. with friends; summer school meeting; I.S.; cutting classes last year.
JAMES JOSEPH DANBROWNEY
“Jimmy” ambition to become successful in business.
secret ambition to become the next Bobby Orr of hockey.
memories when the hockey club soaked the S.G.A. for $2,500.00; the bookie ring in 6th per. lunch jr. year; the fantastic P.V. golf team in which we were given the name hockers.

LOUISA DE BLASIO
“Lou” ambition to own my own bakery.
secret ambition to become a beautician.

HANS DECHTERENKO
“Hans” ambition undecided.
secret ambition to become President of the U.S.
memories having entire room in the I.A. exhibitions; building cabinets during 10th year.

RICHARD E. DE DONATO
“Rick” ambition advertising artist.
secret ambition to win the 400-meter run at the 76 Olympics with a smile.
memories the park and the great kids there; marathon and a lot of laughs; I.I. and the BIE-BOP bunch; my sister K.L.; sr. class pres.; G.T. saving my life; skiing; track with a great friend P.I.; my lifelong friendship and all the good times with T.R., C.S., and T.S.

GEORGE DAVATELIS
“Greek” ambition ecologist.
secret ambition to be chief cook at the Fontaine Bleau Hotel.
memories Miami with the band; Seaside and the shore with my friends; P.D. ing with the guys at J.S.’s; talking with J.C.

KATHERINE DEC
“Kathy” ambition wildlife conservation.
secret ambition to be a teacher or actress.
memories classes with Mr. B., Mr. K., and Mrs. R.; field hockey practices.

RICHARD E. DE DONATO
“Rick” ambition advertising artist.
secret ambition to win the 400-meter run at the 76 Olympics with a smile.
memories the park and the great kids there; marathon and a lot of laughs; I.I. and the BIE-BOP bunch; my sister K.L.; sr. class pres.; G.T. saving my life; skiing; track with a great friend P.I.; my lifelong friendship and all the good times with T.R., C.S., and T.S.

CHERYL DEFEIS
“Cheri” ambition to become a secretary.
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Gwen DeHaan
“Gwen De-Lin” ambition: lab-technician. secret ambition: to put A.K. & D.R. in the same room and see what happens. Memories: chem with J.D. & P.V.; Disco with D.R., D.V.D., N.R.; B.S.’s car; motorcycle rides; “sushi and cheese sandwiches”; the 1 a.m. milk route; sleeping at C.B.’s; jr. gym with S.H.; Bio I with Mr. C. & T.G.; 6th lunch with S.C., “watching the sun come up”; Dr. Ed. with Mr. R. & R.S.; “mother image to M.U.; skiing with Biwski; “Awh glove”

Nicholas Delear

Sal De Menna

Richard De Palma
“Wayne” ambition: to become a doctor (surgeon). secret ambition: to own and travel on a professional football player. Memories: find a hundred dollar bill in a bakery.

Jeanne Denbraber

Denise De Paola
Ambition: college memories. art show with J.P.; repeats; 3rd lunch; jr. year; going out with friends; good times with D.M.

Jeanne De Paolera
“Jean” ambition: to be an executive secretary. secret ambition: to travel all over the world and to be happy. Memories: fresh day; all the good kids I met especially A.M., E.G., D.P., J.S., J.P., J.G., M.M., E.B. all the kids at 4th lunch p. yr.; skiing with D.D. and all the rotten things she did to me; Dr. Ed. with Mr. P.; jr. yr. Bio.; lunch with E.P.; working the summer of ’72 at A.A.A.

Donna Lynn Derian
DOROTHY JEAN DERYDER
"Dee" ambition to be whatever the Lord wants me to be; memories N.G.; Girls' Show '70 & '71; W.G.; West Milford; summer '71; Christmas Concert '71; L.S.; I.G.; Theorinagapazio II; B.D.B.; High Point '72; attendance checking '71 & '72; girls ensemble '72; G.N.C. with B.M.; winter '71 & '72.

RALPH MICHAEL DESERIO
ambition forest ranger secret ambition it's a secret memories A.B.'s car; New Year's Eve '71, Summer Nationals '72; French II; the corner; going to the pit; going for my license; J.D.'s birthday; party '71; Mr. M.'s 1st per. '71; J.P.'s house; Brookdale Park; the turn around.

DEBORAH ANN DE STEFANO
"Debb" ambition medical technologist secret ambition professional swimmer board rider memories "Beginnings". Boston; Cannon, R.Z.; field hockey play days; "sticks"; #7; fox; soph. and jr. gym; ski club excursions; Dr. "crash" Ed., first classwork "A" in Mrs. J.'s Alg. II; Trig. with J.S. and the girls; Mr. K.'s hot seat in Chem. I; the bomber.

PATRICIA DE VISser
"Pat" ambition college secret ambition to understand myself and be understood by others; memories #34; varsity cheer; Girls' Show; white cheering 4 yrs.; "Jimmy Cricket" twirler's dance '71; Oct. 23, '71, Cotillion '71; all my friends; times with H.M., Macopin Rd.; waiting with I.C.; wrestling matches; C.A., N.W., V.A., A.I., N.Y.; New Year's Eve; the park; yellow roses.

ELIZABETH DEVLIN
"Liz" ambition nurse secret ambition to live on a farm memories Seaside; being friends with Ed.; Shea Stadium; gym soph. and jr. yrs.; Florida; taking with R.J., D.C., I.D.B.; weekend at lake; gym with R.D., K.C., C.B., S.G.; Span. II with D.B.

PHILIP DENNIS DICRISTINA
"Donk" ambition uncertain-present aim college memories frosty day; summers of '71 and '72 counseling; Latin II with M.L. and C.B.; good times at the Squad with "the gang"; senior play; Dr. Ed. with L.H. and E.D.; Algebra II with J.D.

JOHN HENRY D'ETTORRE
"Fella" secret ambition never have any money problems memories front lawn; Valiant; Dana; the Ford; down the shore with L.I.; P.O., D.M., being with L.I.; camping in Pa.

DENISE DIEHL
ambition college secret ambition to be a Rockette memories summer '72 with P.S.; Prom '72, my party; McSourley's and Dug Out; Webster Ave.; Dupont Ave. '70 and '71; T.D.P.; "sniffles"; Fla. Girls' State; Todyhanna escape; camping; Lantern; frosty. pres.; Co-Capt. twirling with P.K.; David Forest; being friends with A.J.; modern dance; H.M.'s flag; Sparlato's; going for my license; 9 hr. ride with J.M.G. and P.C.
CAROL DIGIORE
ambition college secret ambition
be able to live each day as it comes in
happiness; memories 8/25/72;
summer 72; shore with P.V.; the rain; 6th
lunch jr. yr.; banana's; cheering jr. & sr. yr.
comm; head 72 & 73; L.W. & costumes;
exercises 72; cheerleaders dance; 8/8/72;
snow; Hot Shoppers; talks with A.J., P.V.,
L.W.; my brother; football games; Tahniks
paring; meeting K.S.; Chem. lab; Bio II yr.
yr.; summer nights; cheering practices;
C.M. & parties; Bonfire 11/24/71.

CARL WILLIAM DIRK
"Dirk" ambition biologist secret
ambition to play corner back for the
Y Giants; memories 8th per. study
soph yr.; playing cards and chess in lunch;
in library with D.R. jr. yr.; Bio I with J.K.,
R.F. J.C.

JOSEPH DOMINIANI
"Joe" ambition college secret
ambition pro. boxer — world champion
memories — arguments with D.P.; the
turn around; hanging at Pomh 10's; going to
N.Y. with D.P., T.D., R.M., Steak & Brew;
drinking with the boys; summer 69; getting
my license; cutting school; meeting D.P. at
my party

JOHN GERALD DONEGAN
"J.D." ambition to be an airline pi-
lot; secret ambition to live where
ever and with whom ever I want without
worrying about working — memories
95; the "bomb"; the "dean"; L.H., F.J.,
summer 72; D.J., E.H., P.W.; Seaside; the
parties

ANNETTE DINAPOLI
ambition college secret ambition
to find what I'm looking for — memories
Color Guard — #1 in '72 competition;
white Corvair; summer '71 & '72; Bastions;
jr. Eng. "bushel in a peck"; Chem; broken
equip. bill; Buck's County '72; "invisible
dog"; Masque and Sandal; soph. & jr.
lunch; "pokey"; S.S. surprise party with
"Jethro Boog"; parties; "be a mugwump";
"dock scene" with S.U.; all the great times
with great people.

DEBORAH DISPARTI
"Debbie" ambition bookkeeper
memories — frosh study with J.F.; swim
parties at J.F.'s; soph gym with J.F., C.P.,
G.L.; lunch jr. yr. with P.P., C.P., J.F.,
C.L.

DELORA DONOHUE
"Tim" ambition phys. ed. teacher
secret ambition to surf the perfect
wave — memories — weekends at Mac's;
"Retz-eh"; "come to the Caz Bar"; B.B.'s
up the lake; painting party; good time in
the City with R.M., J.D., & D.P.; shore;
summer of '72, derelicts; 4 yrs. with Maho-
ney; G-men; all-nighters, snatch of the
week; Playhouse

GLEN DORANDO
"Butch" ambition to get out of
school — secret ambition to get it into
the 10's — memories Hackettes
Town.
ELAINE K. DOVIAK
"Elaine" ambition: retire at 18 secret ambition: to rob a bank & get away with it memories: getting the "3rd degree" with J.S. & myself in Mr. G.'s office; Christmas Eve 1971 with J.D., J.S., P.M. & E.D.; P.T., W.Z., R.M. & T.R.

DEBRA ANN DRECKI
"Debbie" ambition: to be a success in whatever I choose to do secret ambition: to travel around the world and meet many people memories: 5th lunch with E.Z., A.Z., J.C., M.Z. & D.S.; Jr. Cotillion '71 with J.E.; Eng. for 2 yrs with H.E.; dr. ed. 4th quarter; Bahamas '72; going down the shore with N.C., J.T. & J.F.; carnival '71; driving around '71 & '72

MICHAEL DRUCKER
"Mike" a clown walks amongst us

MARY DUFFY
"Mare" ambition: legal secretary secret ambition: to find peace & happiness in every aspect of life memories: 3 yrs. at S.J.; Syrian Spanish class; meeting L.D.; "Colour My World"; Lantern; work at G.E.; good times with D.B., P.B., C.G., K.M.; to day at P.V.; falling down the stairs; getting lost every day; R.T. & J.F. in history class
LEONARD R. DUFFY

"Duff" ambition financial stability secret ambition to live happily ever after with L.Y. memories trying to work out an escape from classes to see L.Y.; curving my way through school with M.D., R.B., R.Y.

MARVA DJUETS

"Ria" ambition college secret ambition to know what really comes after death; memories Puerto Rico '72 with P.D., M.D., B.W., D.B. with A.W.; my friendship with A.W., Bunn; July 9th with C.T. & F.S.; looking for C.V. with B.J.; twirling with M.W., sleeping on the dunes and ship bottom with K.S. & C.L., M.W., B.S., B.B.; Tobyhanna escape; walking with P.S. & K.M.; sending a note to K.K.; Fillmore East; U.S. Hist. 8th per. with Mr. J.

PAUL DJUETS

"Dud" ambition design electrical parts of the body; secret ambition to sing in a right club; memories: fresh football; 5th pd. lunch with M.W., C.T., P.W., R.B., 8th pd. study with D.I., J.D., E.E., D.J.; the small Birthday party and cake made for me by D.E. in 8th study; sr play and party after

DAVID WAYNE DWIGGINS

"Dwiggs" ambition mechanical engineer; memories: homeroom discussions with M.D., E.D., and E.F.; 3rd per. engineering: drawing; 6th lunch machine drawing; bull throwers C.E. and M.C.; Key Club; trip to Tocks Island; bowling club

KRISTIE ANNE EBERT

"Kris" ambition secretary secret ambition to live to see the whole world at peace; memories: walking to P.V. with S.H. '69 -- '73; Girls' Show; Green cheering and exercises; Comm. head with D.L.; D.B.'s bathroom with R.S.; cheering J.V. and Van D.'s 71 -- '73; "being a green"; soccer trip with M.C., F.F., D.G., C.D.; 7th per. with R.S. and R.D.; '71 always riding past R.D.'s house with S.H. and D.G.; summer of '72 with S.H., D.G., and S.H.; good times with R.D. frogs; constantly eating with D.G.; friends S.H. and D.G.; B.S.

LESLEY ANNE WITVK

ambition college secret ambition to live on a beach in California and ski weekends; memories: Vermont '72 and ski trips, Girl's Show, "spins"; August 6th and Seaside; the Piels brothers at 70 m.p.h.; eating: diet; all those soccer games; J.K. and Glassborn; D.E. with S.B; West Point with Bob and Ron; the accident; great times with S.M., P.G., and N.K.; jogg- ing; our two favorite cadets; '73 yearbook self; P.Y.'s room; plotting against the O.G.; "cheese"; one is lonely.

VINCENT JAMES EGAN

"Logan" ambition sociologist secret ambition to be the last person in the world to die; memories: fresh basketball and baseball; N.Y. '70 -- '71; M.S.'s '71 -- '72; L.O. at George's with Bill, Jerry and Juan; 4 kegs at Mack's; shows at the Cas Bar; getting ripped at the P.B.W.H. with the park boys; M.C. getting decked at the Cas Bar; Zodiac with B.M. and J.G.; New Year's Eve at J.F.'s house; Tobyhanna '71 -- '72
JOHN RICHARD EKEMAN
"Eck" ambition electrician: secret ambition: make a lot of money memories: when I first came I liked the way everyone was nice to me and helped me make my year a successful one.

HARRY EMMA
"The Rock" ambition: to go to a good college and be educated: secret ambition: to make someone very happy memories: stake-out with P.C.; Key Club conventions; Yarbook '72 and especially '73; Mr. K.; SGA; loving I.K.H.; Jan. 31; seat II; summer '72 with I.K.H.; her parents and my parents, especially "Mr. Emma" for 3 yrs.

DENIS ETZEL
"Etz" ambition: be successful in sports: secret ambition: to play basketball in Madison Square Garden for the Knicks: memories: Algebra with P.B.; soph. gym with S.B.; baseball; bowling; Thanksgiving Day football games; senior play; study with A.D. and J.F.; art with B.D.

JAMES THOMAS EMERSON JR.
"Jim" ambition: to make it in life: secret ambition: to see the world memories: Spanish I exams; 5th lunch; Dr. Ed.; baseball at School #3; Ames Street basketball; the "Rats" vs. the "GAC."

RICHARD FAMIANO

LYNN ERBIG
ambition: to be happy and successful: secret ambition: to travel the U.S. in an old van memories: Halloween '70; Cotillion '71; Prom '72; co-capt. Color Guard; D.R.I.; Pres. G.A.A.; Maine '72: 5th pd. Chem lab Prof. Swh; football games; #27; Girls' Show '70, '71, '72; "skunk"; summer '72: comm. head; Dr. Ed. Mr. K.; camp '72: breakfast; a special someone; all my "sincere friends."

PAUL ZAWISHA
ambition: free lance artist: secret ambition: "Who Knows?" by Jimi Hendrix: memories: Meantown Blues; the many death warrants; Marquette City; Jhrs., pth., fns. and the Reservoir; R and B 153; Prudential; lunch; the hand; winter; night of the living dead; train time

PETER FEENAN
"Pete" ambition: to go to college secret ambition: to go camping with her memories: Mr. K.'s animal farm; L.D.'s back; the bird; fresh. cross country; track; N.P., S.S.; great summer vacations
EDWARD FELDNER

"Ed" ambition: funeral director
secret ambition: to succeed in what ever I do
memories: lab jr. yr., R.F., flame thrower; interesting Bio. and Chem. classes
st. yr. — ZZZZ, jr. Eng. class; jr. cal.; R.G's Merc. weird J.G.; too many classes with J.M.; Mrs. S.'s Co-op; W.W. 1st yr. Spanish; 2nd yr. Spanish — quite a change Mr. F.

JAMES FERNANDEZ

"Jim" ambition: engineer
secret ambition: to be experienced memories: Mac's; Dr. Generosity's; Sally Dog-Vermont '72; Mama Leone's with P.K.; '71 Cotillion; homeback riding with P.K.; fresh high jump record; football — Englewood '71; "pick a pick"; "O"; buckwheat; pass out at Belmar.

JANICE LYNN FERRANCE

"Jan" ambition: clerical work
secret ambition: to make a certain person happy someday memories: lunch with D.D., C.P., C.T.; youth group and all the good times we've had; Passaic Valley High School; summer of '71 with C.T.; Florida '72; skiing with C.P.; doing different: D.D., C.P., C.T., during all four years of high school.

MICHELE FERRAZANO

"Michele" ambition: computer operator

DIANA FERRO

"Dee" ambition: to become a secretary
secret ambition: to get married and be happy memories: fresh yr. with M.A., P.O., and B.L.; all of yr. yr. with M.D., J.S., D.K. when we weren't in school; all times with J.W., P.Y., E.R., and B.C. always.

MICHAEL FESTA

ambition: own a night club and be happy

SUSAN FERRARO

"Sue" ambition: dental hygienist

ANTHONY ORESTE FIERRO

"Tony" ambition: to meet my goals in life
secret ambition: to be a police officer memories: U.U.; choir.
DAVID FINNEGAN JR.
"Danny" ambition to own a business secret ambition to become a millionaire — to marry C.A. memories the day I picked up my new Chevelle Malibu S.S. and the hard hours I worked to pay for it.

JUDITH MARIE FISCHBACH
"Judy" ambition secretary secret ambition to live all my dreams memories trips to Wayne; "the bench"; C.S. and S.M.; week with D.T.; shore with L.H. and D.T.; Labor Day weekend; "77; Gore Mt. "72; West's at 3:00 A.M. with M.T.; G.E.S.B.; ski trips; "blue eyes".

BARBARA FISCHETTI
ambition college memories first day of school fresh jr.; jr. Eng. with P.J., N.G., and A.D.; Verona Park, Drivers Ed. with "Mazzu"; looking with M.D. for C.V.; fun with D.L.; "Allie"; summers in Oritle Beach; camping in Delaware; Girls' Show; mock out lane; Rio, jr. yr.; dud-parties; slip-on-te; 6th lunch; Florida during Easter vacation; D.Q.ing.

GLEN PATRICK FLANNAGAN
ambition to become an elementary school teacher secret ambition to sing each day for the rest of my life memories frosh. Eng. with L.B. and gym with H.S.; D.E. "72; M.Y.F. the "new" P.V.; 4 yrs. of concert choir and esp. L.H.A.; fun in Mr. B's Chem. class with M.M., J.F., etc.; all the good kids at P.V.

PATRICIA LYNNE FLANNAGAN
"Pat" ambition veterinary technician memories White Ford; watching the sun rise at early morning rehearsals; H.T.'s class; PSYCH; Girl's Show "72; P.B., K.D., N.C., Swim Club; R.S., B.D., Dr. Ed.; D.D.

JO-ANN FLORIDA
"Jo", "Flitz", "Florida" ambition medicine secret ambition to better my relationship and understanding of a certain friend memories C.U. Kids; good times with T.E., M.M., D.F., L.G., J.R., M.K., A.Mcf., S.R., A.C.; growing; experiencing; loving long talks; long cries; understanding; caring; Budweiser; Dockton; C.Y.O.; Silver Lake; Boston.
TED FOWLER
“Wild” ambition to be happy secret ambition to be rich memories a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10

DOUGLAS HOWARD FRANTZ
“Dougie” ambition to be electrician secret ambition to be able to help less fortunate people memories Bio I; Spanish I; “BO!”; frosh. Eng.

KEVIN FRASCO
“Fritz” ambition to have a prosperous life secret ambition to be the last man to shoot a bear memories summer of ’72; laughing it up with the P.B. Boys; getting ripped in the P.B.W.H.; big nights at MacK’s; shooting the beaver; times with certain people and the Park...

DAVID FRANCIOSI
ambition to become a pharmacist secret ambition to live outside of the U.S. memories Eng II; sleeping in peace; Ms. K and I.R.; Mr. Stroff; “Chem. lab”; Mr. E.; cutting the tambourine. Newark and Dr. Ed. with Mr. P.; the Bagel Shop; Gaelic Park in the Bronx, N.Y.C.; 1-30; 57th and 8th Aves. — “Rickey’s”; “the four minute cigarette”; “better living through Chemistry”...

NICHOLAS STEVEN FRANCIOSE
“Duckman” ambition skydiving secret ambition to learn how to play a finger piano and gormandize at the same time memories the painting of the “peddle school planetarium”; to look like a Sunkist orange; the making of the world famous KA-ROOM; performing the rock opera; “flies up your nose”

KEVIN FRASCO
“Fritz” ambition to have a prosperous life secret ambition to be the last man to shoot a bear memories summer of ’72; laughing it up with the P.B. Boys; getting ripped in the P.B.W.H.; big nights at MacK’s; shooting the beaver; times with certain people and the Park...

DOUGLAS HOWARD FRANTZ
“Dougie” ambition to be electrician secret ambition to be able to help less fortunate people memories Bio I; Spanish I; “BO!”; frosh. Eng.

DEBORAH FRASCHE
“Debbie” ambition to become a nurse secret ambition to marry a certain someone and always keep him happy memories 9/24/72; going out to breakfast jr. yr.; fish at Gina’s; camp with J.F. and Bradford D; E.M. on the parkway; frosh. gym with Mr. B. and I.G.; all the good times with L.G., J.F., M.S., S.F., and B.M.

WILBERT IRVING FRENCH JR.
“Bert” ambition to work with my hands secret ambition to visit and live in different parts of the country memories putting on the front lawn; cutting classes; sneaking off school property
RAYMOND FREY
"Frey" ambition biologist secret ambition to travel around the world memories electronics I and II; German I and II; Biology lab jr yr

JAMES JACOB FROMM
ambition career in social studies secret ambition to be better than everyone else memories B.O.5 Bio I; newspaper reporter for football, baseball, basketball; S.G.A.; Miss K. Spanish I; Mr. S. English III; my old school and my new one; daily newspapers; Miss I. — Hist. I

JOSEPH A. GAITA
ambition artist secret ambition to meet Bob Dylan memories good times with all my friends; concerts; art classes; art shows; getting stranded at the Poconos with T.H.; fooling around with P.T.; cutting & doing the things I wasn’t supposed to

THEM PATRICIA GAGLIONO
"Sue" ambition veterinarian secret ambition to become a pro skier memories ski trips with J.F.; Gore Mt. ’72; summer ’72 with A.B., J.F., A.P., M.I., D.T., L.H. “17”; Labor Day parties; “8”; P.B.C.; won 2 games from A.B. Garret Mt.; McDonald’s Beach; 1,000 acres; G.E. snack bar; horsebackriding with J.F. and M.T.; summer ’71 with J.T.; with C.L.

ANTHONY R. GAETA JR.

ALEKSANDER J. GALCZYNKI
"Al" ambition secret ambition to be free memories Canada ’71; Puerto Rico ’72; hitchhiking to Calif. ’72; Farout Conn.; Charlie A.; J.S.; the farm in Mass.; my friends in school; ’72 — ’73 farout years

FRANK GALLO

JOHN GASCHLER
ambition auto mechanic, truck driver secret ambition racing car driver
JOSEPH GASCHLER
"Joe" ambition auto mechanic, truck driver, secret ambition race car driver

LAURA GAUDIOMONTE
ambition secretary secret ambition to travel around the world with a certain someone memories freshman gym with D.F.; cutting jr. yr.; H.R. with S.G.; Dockton's gang; garbage room with J.J. & "Mr. National"; summer of '72 with J.L.; getting in trouble with K.F.; the good times with D.F., J.F., K.P., J.L., & P.M.

SUSAN CAROL GEBHART
"sponge" ambition to work in an orphanage secret ambition to find the certain someone & be happy memories: cutting with B.B., D.V., P.K.; Mr. B.'s homeroom 147; C.B., S.H., D.K., J.M., D.R., L.G., K.B.; the shore; High Point; missing the bus, waterfalls; Greenwood Lake; Lake Hopatcong; B.F., Brookdale Park; New Years Eve; Florida; W.Y.

LAURA GEILER
ambition fashion designer secret ambition to never be exactly like anyone else memories lunch '72 with K.K., D.W., S.B.; Girls' Show '72 with K.K.; Sr. play; rotating schedule & 100 minutes of lunch; Herald News Band Concert with D.W. & E.S.; study '72 with K.K., N.K., & G.L.; arguing with G.L. over women's lib.

JOANNE GENNARO
"Joan" ambition je ne sais pas secret ambition to find an almost perfect Goldmund memories 1st camping trip with D.A., M.G., & M.A.R.; Lennon concert; trying to satisfy the "bottomless pit" with D.A.; faire du ski; invitations to "cheese puffs"; Giachfzazz.

EILEEN MARION GEIGER
"Ei" ambition early childhood education secret ambition to be able to face my problems & make them disappear memories: Bio. I with O.D., D.3., J.N., & G.V.; B.B. driving; dr. ed. with Mr. R.; almost hit by bus; times in Fr. II with J.D., D.L. & D.K.; skiing; happy & sad times with S.S.
STEPHEN E. GESSLER
"Steve" ambition college secret ambition to travel around the world memories Garrett Mt., plane crash '72; L.F., J.D., Chem lab; fun with the gang; good times with T.M.

PEGGY A. GIGER
"Peg" ambition college secret ambition to find out about the castle memories great times with L.W., N.K., J.M., S.M. & L.P.; Girls' Show; K.A., '71; a few with P.T.; "spins" with L.W.; jogging; Trig. with the girls, Club with R.T. & L.T.; summers in Illinois, shore '72; the "edge" with J.D.; S.D.A.S.S.; that little pink bottle, West Point with L.W. & N.K. and "3 special guys"; summer '72; the room; knowing J.C.; W.P. dance with D.H.; "One"

NANCY MARIE GIRESI
ambition to make little kids happy secret ambition to be able to always smile, in & out, knowing all people are happy memories Jr. Eng. with L.E.Z.; ostrich; bushel 'n a peck; Chem. lab; V.P. with P.J., A.D., B.F. & D.R.; dud parties; NYC gang; ski trip with J.L., E.K.S.; picnic in the rain with S.R.; summer '72; sr. play; A. head; good times & hurt times with S.R.; J.H. with P.J. & D.R.; Canada '72; all the great kids I met in Florida, "rugged" feet with R.S.; Dec. party & Cunic's truck

JOEL GOLUB
"Joe" ambition to succeed secret ambition to live on a farm memories L.W., T.M., B.B., S.G., C.T.; the coffee house; skipping down the street with pinwheels; surprise party Sept. 10th, John's Sept. 30th; Wildwood with the kids; Jersey City; a certain picnic; ice cream after work; trolls; J. and his trucks and my truck; Chem. lab with P.G., S.H., D.H., D.I.

ANDREW ALLEN GIAMANCO
"Buck" ambition forester secret ambition to own the Mach I memories Carvelle; riding around hillside; Chevron station

PATRICIA ANN FRANCIS GLADO
"Patty" ambition store clerk secret ambition to be an actress or a star or a singer memories lunch with M.G.; 6th per

EDWARD K. GINIEK
"Gini" ambition to go to college secret ambition to become a pro baseball player memories M.L.'s gym class; Mrs. B.'s study; Mr. R.'s 3rd per. gym; Mr. H.'s soph. Mech. Drawing; Mr. M.'s 1st per. Geo. Fresh; Gen. Science with Mr. B.; playing on the P.V. varsity baseball team with Mr. P. & M.R.; reading the paper in the library

EUGENE E. GOOBIC
"Ellie" secret ambition working memories fires with J.R.; fields; D.J.; D.W., B.R.; hosting D.W.; Fresh lunch; S.S., M.C., E.D.; the "stuff" with the "Gac"; betting J.B., J.D., B.B., Rev. K.W.
DAVID A. GOURLEY
"Dave" ambition pharmacy secret ambition to drive cross country in a Cougar memories W.P.F.A.S., C.W., P.P. G.R., J.B.; B.C. & his cars; New Year's Eve '71 - '72; graphic arts; Friday night; frosh track; March 5, 1970; parties; long talks

MARY GREENWAY
ambition broadcasting secret ambition to own a farm & become self-sufficient memories having good friends; camping; invitations to "cheese puffs"; sore feet; puffin; hiking; being with V.M.; good times with D.A., J.G., M.A.R.; K.L.; being too emotional; V.M.

NINA B. GRIMM
ambition interpreter secret ambition to live in Europe for a while memories 4th per. lunch; jr. yr. with J.K.; M.U. J.R., & R.T.; making posters with D.D.; summer '71; "Girls" show; June 24, 1972

MICHELE GUIDONE
ambition to become an artist secret ambition to travel around the world & meet new people memories the times I had with P.M., D.S., F.C., W.J.; 6th per. Jr. lunch with D.O., E.G., S.C., R.M.

JEFFREY J. GRIMSHAW
"Sir" ambition film editor secret ambition to devote 17 years of my life to "Finnegan's Wake" memories Comicon '71, '72; "Dat ain't no Woon"; G.K. in his anger & his shame; "Black Comedy"; "Trojan Women"; "Orsen Wells"; Pico's, the Pub; "How do the coaches treat you, Mitch?"; Bucks & Ryder; "Paths of Destruction"; B.M., S.D., G.G.; Song Cycle; D.W. beating out the rhythm; "Certain English Teachers"; New York, the museums.; B., S., & P.; $400 in my pocket at all times

ROBERT THOMAS GRIMES
"Bob" ambition auto mechanic secret ambition boat-racer memories getting through school intersections

ROBERT RUSSELL GREEN
"Greeny" ambition to live a complete life in Christ secret ambition to own a junkyard memories soccer; track; 2 yrs. with Mr. P.; my Corvair; the Barn; 6th lunch; eating out; Italian food; driving my 1st stick; passing math; bad fall on P.B.'s clean up day

DEBORAH GURAK
"Debbie" ambition veterinarian secret ambition to be short for one day so I could look "up to every one" memories "twisters dance '71; constantly eating with K.E.; Saturday night Girls' Show '72; C.H. party over D.B.'s; vicious circle from W.P. to Montreal; vs. play fun with the "gang"; summer '72 with K.E., S.H., & S.H.; "tickets"; Vermont '71
MARK HAEFLI

"Hael" ambition to be second only to Chaplin & Barrymore secret ambition to rediscover the humanity in man memories many beautiful friends; W.P.O.E. H.C.G.; Cohasset Apt.; Harrison Concert; Stotes; Cottage, football '71 & '72 with Dean; track & the bear with ass. K.; Calif.; a special person with 2 hours; Toronto, Canada; Girls; K.S.; Child's Play; Bondal Boy; Theatre; a peaceful night after Girls' Show '72; Hot Tude Day; I laughed at many people; 'Good night A.O. wherever you are' !!!

ROY HAIK

"Abe" ambition to be happy secret ambition to have one memories camping trip with F.P., M.G. & M.A.R.; D.A. & J.G. '72; the bash of '72; accident '72; wompits with J.C.; 4th lunch interests; 5A lunch; laughing; 6th lunch; sleeping; Mr. M.; "Old Joe" film with J.B. & M.P.

JAYNE HALE

"Jayne" ambition to have peace of mind, body, soul & the world secret ambition to go across country on my 1200 chopper memories Florida; the river: puds; pimps; stewarts; the house; camping; the farm; Jacks & Jills; laking; J.D., J.R. & J.B.; the front lawn; the Park; the babies; Poconos; Washington, D.C.; T-Bowl; great times with B.B. and most especially my hon

PATTIANN HAIGHT

"Wanda" ambition nursing secret ambition become a game warden in Africa memories Paramus game '71; ski trips with L.D.F. & R.L.; "Wizard of Oz" with T.A.; horse & nodk; "Death of a Salesman"; soph. gym with B.D.; 5 ft. nose; summer '71 & '72; that. t. with C.C. R.P.; K.K.; D.S.; J.N.; J.B. & L.D.P.; blisters with E.J.; a certain bush; Jan. snow day; hoops with J.T. & J.P.; secrets with C.G., M.M.; cancer; the hunk; sadness with B.E.; the mustache; the hill; 8th per. Bio. with Mr. D.

ROY HAIK

"Abe" ambition to be happy secret ambition to have one memories camping trip with F.P., M.G. & M.A.R.; D.A. & J.G. '72; the bash of '72; accident '72; wompits with J.C.; 4th lunch interests; 5A lunch; laughing; 6th lunch; sleeping; Mr. M.; "Old Joe" film with J.B. & M.P.

JAYNE HALE

"Jayne" ambition to have peace of mind, body, soul & the world secret ambition to go across country on my 1200 chopper memories Florida; the river: puds; pimps; stewarts; the house; camping; the farm; Jacks & Jills; laking; J.D., J.R. & J.B.; the front lawn; the Park; the babies; Poconos; Washington, D.C.; T-Bowl; great times with B.B. and most especially my hon

THERESA HAMIL

"Theresa trouble" ambition men's hair stylist secret ambition to be a success and to own a hair styling salon in N.Y.C. memories seeing R.S.; party at D.M.'s house; being stranded at the Poconos with J.G.; "curly" and the empress; "Peaky's Pink Feather"; earth life with E.C.; girls' room with "the gang"; D.E.C.A. with T.G., M.V., M.P., F.C., J.B.; dr. ed.; the shore '71 & '72; N.Y.C.; Lanters; good times with J.R., D.M., F.V., A.F., J.P.

Ralph Haring
KEVIN J. HAZEKAMP
"Kev" ambition: become a vet
secret ambition: get a farm and raise
thoroughbreds memories: moon
platoons, band 1st.; 4th lunch. I.S.; Belleville;
New York in winter; my first car; per. &
Valley Varieties, Top Burger.

PATRICK HEANY

OTTMAR HEDEMUSS
"Ottie" ambition: mechanic secret
ambition: travel Europe memories loving B.D.

JOHN EDWARD HEYN
"Mitte Heyn" ambition: phys. ed.
teacher secret ambition: to play pro
football memories: football with the
"Dean"; Vermont '72 with D.S., S.H., E.C.;
wrestling '70-71; the "chak's parties"; '70
with S.C.; Cotillion '71; geometry 7 per.;
'72; Anthony Wayne; "Heartbeat rd.;"
"Bone head"; bombing around with I.S.,
P.S.; Sept. 16, 1972 with C.P., C.L., C.M., J.S.;
locker room brawls.

JOYCE HILTON
"Hilt" ambition: accountant secret
ambition: to have my body dedicat-
ed to science memories: summer '69; muscles; the deli with A.P.; Vermont;
Drew University; apt. pool; driving D.A.'s
car; shore and days off with I.S. & R.P.;
Puerto Rico; Cotillion with B.C., J.S., J.D.,
R.P. & G.L.; Girls' Show, B.C.'s track meets;
cheering class officer.

ROBERT HENNINGS
"Bob" ambition: dentist secret
ambition: to travel all over the country
in '73 memories: Stewart's root beer;
frsh, suph & jr. lunch; walking in wrong
classes for sr. yr. P.F., M.B., D.A., C.J.:
and trying to figure them out; summer of '71
with the Honda & summer of '72 with the
V.W. bug; concerts at the Fillmore with J.B.
& the famous "rip-off"; Central Park con-
cert; Bengalish Concert & seeing Dylan,
Russell, Clapton & Harrison all on one
stage.

JOYCE MICHELE HNAT
"Joyce" ambition: to become an in-
terpreter in an oversee Embassy secret
ambition: to prove the theory that one
tone = three memories: summer
'71; April in Paris; 4th lunch Jr. yr. with J.M.,
M.T. and especially F.B.; Chem labs with
C.J. and my jr yr. with F.B.; the j. Cotillion;
summer '72; sr. Prom '72: going for break-
fast; trips to Fort Dix and Jelly Bean at
Easter.

LORI ANN HENNINGS
"Lori" ambition: to be happy secret
ambition: to live on my own is-
land with B.B. memories: being a
"dud"; summer '71 with V.S., P.S. & T.C.;
crying sessions with T.C.; Girls' Show; the
raiseneue sisters; nights out with the girls;
"Besie"; Jen. U.U.U.U.; Lake Hopatcong;
being "married" to B.B.; circus; Chicago
concert: "Elmer Fudd"; good times with
B.B.
LUBY HOLY
ambition: college secret ambition to own my own ice-cream factory
to own my own ice-cream factory
memories: p.j. parties; Bethwood; N.Y.C.; skiing with D.R.; Vermont ‘71, ‘72, ‘73; "running away" with D.R. & P.J.; passing it and laughing; munchies; good times with S.C.; 5th lunch jr. yr.; T.W.W.H.; Collision with S.D.; Chem. II lab with B.M. & J.D.; Belleare with B.M.; the park; Moody Blues Concert; the gals; my friends

MARLENE HOMWEY
ambition: to become a good beautician with many successful years afterward secret ambition to become a pro race car driver memories: frosh yr. with M.F., S.P., J.T. in 5th per. study with Miss M.; all my years with J.C. and hope many more to come

SUSAN BERNICE HOOK
"L'il" ambition: math teacher secret ambition: for all my wishes to be granted memories: "ripples"; 4th per. physics; Chem 1; jr. lunch; color guard; modern dance; good times with B.F., M.S., K.A.; the clan; summer ‘72; Buxton's; white Corvair; camp V.B. game; water fights; Girls' Show ‘70, ‘71; code names; mock-out-lane; Trig. with "the girls"

JEFFREY STEPHEN HORN
"Jeff" ambition: refrigeration tec. secret ambition: become a lead singer memories: school days with P.M.; 6th per. lunch with P.M., D.G., P.H., D.C.; B.P.; art with J.D., J.V., J.T., J.P.; party at B.P.; down the shore with P.M., B.P., P.H., D.C., J.C.
MICHAEL HORN
“Mike” ambition to become an architect secret ambition to be a ski bum in Europe memories all the lunches, Chem. 1 with the picture of J.K.; on the way to ’71-’72 Girls’ Show

LAURIE HOWES

ROBERT HRIIB
ambition to become a paid fireman... secret ambition to become a printer memories ’70 & ’71, 2nd per. band ’71-’72; shooting for “2” in lunch; getting out of history tests for fires; ’72 & ’73; 9:00 & 2:00 lunch

KEN HRINKO
ambition to live for today secret ambition... to travel cross country on a motorcycle memories track; Spanish; auto shop; concert band; 3rd per. lunch; Chem. class with Mr. K.

SUSAN HUGHES
“Sue” ambition teaching... secret ambition to live on a deserted beach with love and happiness throughout eternity memories great times with R.C., S.C., K.B., C.B., D.K., D.B., B.B., P.K., J.M., D.B., W.Y., B.S. and P.F.; High Point; Strawberry Hill; melon balls; summer ’72; driving; Brookdale Park; Moose’s; moving day K.B.; robbery; pools; waterfalls; Seaside; breakfast; bagel; salads; New Year’s ’72; X-mas Cotillion; trying to see M.R. through D.K.; lunches; Mich. letters; happy friends; days off; blind dates

PATRICIA JACKIEWICZ
“Pat” ambition nursery school teacher secret ambition to dance in a theater memories T.M.; Pinky; Prom ’71 and Cotillion ’71; 7/12/’72, cheering ’72 and ’73; Party Foursome; N.Y.C.E.; Lavelette ’71; A.C. ’71; Girls’ State with R.C., D.D., C.C., S.H., and L.W.; Dr. Ed. with Mr. R.; Green Dance Victory; my friends

STEVE JACOBUS
ambition to promote secret ambition to play the blues memories E.R.; Duane; Rory; Bullfrog Blues; Academy; Ashley; Periscopes; Colorado

ALEXIS JAVRAS
ambition dental hygienist secret ambition to become a successful criminal lawyer memories soph. Geomet- try; D.B. vs G.B.; wrestling distractions; “re- strain” with S.U.; ski trips; 5th lunch jr. yr.; McD with M.M.; soft music at pool; The 16th; a shortcut to the tennis court; all my great and crazy friends
RONALD JOHNSTON
"Ron"...memories...visiting Mr. E. every morning; sitting out on the front lawn; going down the shore; leaving school early with M.B. and D.C....

CHRISTIE ANN JUNTA
"Chris"...ambition...college...secret ambition...to find everlasting life memories...Freshman Day; bus ride to W.P.; sunrise at shore '72 with N.E., S.I., and E.B.; S.G.A. meetings; football games; getting my license; all the good times with N.E.

BERNARD CEE KASHMAN
"Bernie"...ambition...to be an accountant...secret ambition...to be successful and wealthy...memories...B.T.T.Y...Girls; TYG pres. '71-'72; J.F.T.Y. NUP '72-'73; Florida trip; track soph. yr.; summer conclave '72; Wayne, N.J....

PATRICIA KABERT
"Pat"...ambition...dental hygienist...memories...twirling with D.D.; Belmor "passout"...J.F., J.D., R.S., J.R.; Florida P.I. and "1T16"; Cotillion with J.F.; Dr. Generosity's; Green victories; L.W., D.B.; Tobyhanna escape; beatboxing in N.Y.C.; C.P.; Mama Leonies; Jillo & Pollo pond; art with G.T.; Vermont; the fancy lournome; horseback riding with Fern; football games.

NADEAN DIANE KATZ
ambition...court stenographer...secret ambition...to be a clown in the circus...memories...Drivers L. with "Mazzu"; best enemies; screaming with K.K.; C.G.L.; Chem. Lab with K.T.; Good times with W.H.; crazy times with P.G. & L.W.; we know; Cotillion '71; G.L.; 8th study yr. yr.; knowing L.H., S.S., J.J.; kids from the park; Carmen; Physics; Green Marching; West Point with P.G. & L.W.; I'm not suppose to tell you but...dum things done with K.A.; H.A.; Baskin Robins; Going to Penn; Vaaya; Pardone-Pardone; mayo-mayo; SDASH.

PAMELA JANE JORLETT
"Pam"...ambition...college memories...P.J. parties; Bethwood; "pudges"; tennis with D.B.; T.W.W.H.; the Park; good times with S.C. and C.O.; Seaside '71, '72; N.Y.C.; "munchies"; 5th lunch; L.E.E.; "passing it"; bushel 'n a peck; double-dabe; dud parties....

DONALD KASTEL
"Zippy"...ambition...to become a mechanical engineer...secret ambition...to visit every country in the world...memories...fresh yr. Algebra class; soph. yr. per. 3 engineering drawing class; Mr. B.'s Chem. I class; newspaper recycling drives.

MICHAEL KEARNEY
"Shnia"...ambition...acting...secret ambition...to own Anheuser Busch memories...Lincoln and Pico; October Fox; Wall of Sound; Mustang Ranch; B.W.; Belvidere; J.Z.; Shiffa.
BARBARA ANN KIMLER
ambition: nurse
secret ambition to be on the U.S. Olympic Gymnastic Team
memories: Aug 11th sunrise; 4 yrs. green cheering with K.P.; cheering with J.P., C.J., P.Z., K.P., and P.J.; Chem. lab and Prof Mush; green valentines '72; skiing with P.J., K.P., F.K., R.B., G.S. and J.S.; Pt. Pleasant; Laval; summer of '72; Vermont "Pharty Foresome" and trailblazing, football games; Soph. Court; K.P.'s garage; being friends with C.C.; flowers and a necklace from a certain green cheering squad; good times with friends.

BARBARA A. KING
"Barb" ambition: beautician
secret ambition: to live a happy and fulfilling life and to get married on June 24
memories: soph. and jr. Eng.; Business Math with R.M. and S.P.; Ski Club; Camelion; Mall Mon. nights with G.V., D.M., B.M., R.M., and D.M.; Heart Beat Rd.; R.M.'s broken finger; Girls' Show, '72 with Mrs. L. O'Dowd's; the gang: bowling club; Florida '72, Bermuda '72; summer '71 with D.D.; roller skating art with Mr. D.; all the great times with a best friend; that certain someone

JEFFREY KIRSCH
"Jeff" ambition: M.S. or Ph.D. in electrical engineering/computer science
secret ambition: chairman of I.B.M. memories: German club; Chess club; Ecology club paper drives; summer science training at Stevens Institute of Technology, '72; Physics 1 and 2; German 1-3; Algebra 2 and 3; Trig...

AMY E. KMETZ
"Amux" ambition: Ph.D. in English secret ambition: to be a professional entertainer memories: 7 yrs. friends A.Z.; J.A.; A.G.M. and red V.W.; the summer; the canal and the gang; rapping with D.S.; Little Buddy D.C.; my "shrink"; D.P.; "Models"; Bio. 1 with V.D.; S.A.'s group; parties; cuttin' up D.S.'s house '72; V.T.; Heartbeat Rd.; Mr. S.; T.I.M.; stayin' at J.A.'s 5/72.

KATHLEEN ANN KOCH
"Kathy" ambition: to travel secret ambition: pilot memories: summer '71 and '72; 8th study with N.K., L.G., and G.L.; screaming with N.K.; Dr. Ed.; Turtles; Girls' Show; Chem. I; Clifton Police; N.Y. and N.J. State Police; 4th lunch; getting license; J.H.; P.A.; GEARMYS '72; D.I.'s with friends; Caldwell airport and Willowbrook chase; Hawaii; Modified Harvey Wallbanger; story hours with N.K. and A.S.; all the good times; P.V.

JOHN KOLATAC
"Jake" ambition: detective secret ambition: to steal close to a million memories: roaming eyes in Bio. 1; S.S., R.M., D.D., K.S., J.F., D.J., M.P.; I'd like to thank P.V. for helping me through my financial difficulties; getting caught by a truant officer in Paramus; soph. gym; jr. lunch; down the shore with Dicky; wrestling camp; getting drunk; jr. gym; Rocky.

DAVID A. KLEINROCK
"Dak" ambition: little if any secret ambition: to be Graucho Marx memories: the cottage; Englewood game 70; frosh. baseball; 4 yrs. of basketball; shootin' beaver; Spanish I with Miss S. and chick; WPOAHCG...

ATHENA KOROLOGOS
"Tina" ambition: to go to college; be an interpreter secret ambition: to love and be loved; to live life to its fullest memories: great times at A.C.S.; F.N.B.; fun at P.V.; hello H.U., V.C., F.B., J.B.; soph '71; fun '72; love G.M.; Dances; N.Y., I.D.Y.; A.K.; Jan. 1, '72; "summers in Greece": S.A., T.G., M.K.; M. Ang; French; I.D.D.; G.M. with hope; G.D. and lots of fun.
DEBRA KRA

"Debbie" or "K-rat" ambition to always be happy: secret ambition to go out with C.E. and to be something in life memories: soph yr. with D.F.; jr yr. with D.F., L.G., J.H., C.E.; study and lunch with C.E., J.L., and L.G.; all the fun at dances and parties; the gang in Paterson I grew up with; my best friends L.G., T.W., and D.F.; the fun traveling with my family.

ELAINE DORIS KRAUSE

"Kraher" ambition to be a nurse: secret ambition: it's a secret memories: talks and great times with J.A.D.; choir and concerts; Bio. lab; D.K.; L.M.-1/4/72; driving with G.E.R., J.T., L.S.; summer '72; Driver's Ed.

EUGENE DAVID KROM

"Yutch" ambition to be a business executive: secret ambition married to "Debbie" D.B.; to own an Eldorado memories: fresh. basketball with Sal; cutting school and going to Seaside; soph yr. and D.B.; varsity basketball '70-'71, '71-'72, '72-'73; Captain of basketball '72-'73; jr yr. lunch at I.J.

DONNA MICHELE

"Don" ambition to see the world: secret ambition to live in a world that has no cares — only happy people memories: Prom of '72; freshman study 5th period; summer of '70 and '71 at Seaside with P.W., D.G., B.B., and E.A.; boycott on the cal.; Valley Varieties '71 and '72; Golfin's Show '71; good times with D.D. in Eng. '71; Adv. with T.W., K.Y., D.D.; meeting A.B. — Jan. 1, 1972; 4th period Alg. with Mr. B.

DAVID GEORGE LAMBERT

"Chops" ambition to be an auto mechanic: secret ambition to play for a World Cup soccer team memories: times of D.'s Corner with the gang; Junior Cotillion; Algebra II; soccer, 7th study with G.U., J.J., A.B.

SHARON BARBARA

"Mo-mi" ambition always be happy: secret ambition: "secrets weren't meant to be told." memories: my wedding — the first time I saw R.L.S.; family living jr. year with E.P., T.H., J.H., M.P., and Mrs. N.; cutting and coming in late, girl's room.

LA SALA

"Mo-mi" ambition to see the world: secret ambition to live in a world that has no cares — only happy people memories: Prom of '72; freshman study 5th period; summer of '70 and '71 at Seaside with P.W., D.G., B.B., and E.A.; boycott on the cal.; Valley Varieties '71 and '72; Golfin's Show '71; good times with D.D. in Eng. '71; Adv. with T.W., K.Y., D.D.; meeting A.B. — Jan. 1, 1972; 4th period Alg. with Mr. B.
MONICA LASKOWICH
"Bullmoose" ambition to work in the sciences secret ambition to live in Zone 3 memories ugh. Chem. labs; jr. physics; "the clan"; "ripples"; Girls' Show.

GREGORY ROBERT LASKY
"Roger Ram Jet" ambition commercial airline pilot after college secret ambition to fly the "747" for TWA and live in Dawson Springs, Kentucky memories soph. transportation Ill class with Mr. C.; Mia. with Mr. D.; summer of '71; Mohawk Airlines in Utica, N.Y.; a certain gold Camaro; senior year in Valley.

DAVID JOHN LAUBER
"Dave" ambition accountant secret ambition to ride cross-country on a motorcycle memories football with the Dean; a hot wrestling gym; Town Tavern; German with S.H.; meeting R.W.; summer of '72; Dr. Ed. with T.R.; Ridge-wood match of '72; Boys' State; Chem. per. 6...

PULC R. LAVELLA

KIM PATRICIA LA VORIGNA
ambition to live a successful and happy life secret ambition to own a St. Bernard memories Aug. 17, 1971 P.N.V.; classes with C.L.; cold duck with C.L. jr. yr.; Christmas '71; Prom '72; red roses; Shorty's Fargo...

JACQUELYN LAZAR
"Jackie" ambition life secret ambition to be 3 inches taller memories summer of '72: lake; erasure: 8th study; ski trips; friends, guidance with N.P.; driving; good times with L.H., I.P., K.T., C.L., M.J.A.; Girl's Show; shore with L.H., K.T.; working at W.C...

JOSEPH MICHAEL LAZARSKI JR.
"Ski" ambition farming secret ambition to repave old Rifle-Camp Rd. memories everybody that ever gave me grief; funky chicks; knot out, station; hippo; basketball and Mr. D.; AVA; 5th lunch jr. yr.; sr. Eng.; Mr. Dg.; jr. Cotillion and sr. Prom with D.N., A.C.; C; the boy's room is not for athletes.

JOSEPH T. LAZZARA
"Laz" ambition go away to college secret ambition be "rich" memories having fun with my good friends; 8th study with D.M., J.M., R.R.; summer of '72 with the Bee Bobs; J.L. and K.T. — two great kids; my good friends P.I. and R.D.; up the lake with R.M.
LYNN Y. LEE

"Lynn" ambition psychologist secret ambition to live off the land with J.E. memories the hassles of this summer; L.R.Y.; conferences; the night after the Byrds concert with S.T. and D.B.; this Saturday when I met S.S. again after 4 yrs....

PAUL LEESTMA

ambition college secret ambition to run in the ’76 Olympics memories 3 yrs. of soccer; Austria; 3 yrs. of track with R.D.; running the quarter; Christmas Cotillion; Vermont trip and skiing; working at S.B. D.E. with J.J.; times spent with K.M. A.C. J.L. and D.R.; summer of ’72; K.L., K.I., Cig and the Bee Bop Gang; week at the shore.

GEORGE A LEYKO

"Star" ambition college secret ambition lifeguard memories History with K.C., P.D., and R.A.M; bin with P.D., B.C., and G.G.; Geometry with Mrs. L.; nights in Gae; summer of ’72; meeting K.M. and P.M.; shore...

CLAIRE LOBOSCO

ambition to keep a certain pessimist happy secret ambition to own a yellow fire engine memories June 5, ’71; Great Gorge and High Point, a little blue elephant; Christmas ’71; 8 red roses; Hershey; Ringwood; Jungle Habitat; D.D.O.S.; word puzzles, tomfoolery.

JAY MICHAEL LIJOI

"Jay" ambition peace of mind

DEBORAH LIBERTI

“Debbie” ambition laboratory technician secret ambition to be free to travel around and do as I please memories Nov. 10, ’69; G.F.; Seaside ’71 with M.V. & D.Y.; good times with M.V. & P.T.; “right here”; cutting with K.U.H.; girls room 5th pd.; dairy; Lantern; Ringwood Manor; 2 nights at M.V.; doubles with P.T.; Garret Mt.; space farms & bird reserve with G.F.; trips with L.K.; A. shrimp; 3 day week of soph. yr.; free horseback riding with A.S., P.T., T.H., D.B., M.F.; freedom; “soup”; “Pepsi”; Oct. 30, ’71; girls room with K.U.H. & J.B.

KATHLEEN ANNE LONG

“Casey” ambition to live on a farm with all my friends and have a good time in life secret ambition to cruise around on a purple fire engine memories parties, pot and paraphernalia; 4th lunch with “the gang”; 5th lunch laughm’; hutch’n’ around; camping; earth life; my birthday ’71; the “Round House”; Valhalla strawberry fields; the Poconos; Boston, Warwick and Lees, best times in my life with N.I.B. and D.I.
GEORGE A. LUCIANO
secret ambition ... to develop the permanent white line memories Tampa, Indiana; Kate keys; the good times with F.P., B.C., T.G., L.U., M.C.D., E.R., and everyone else.

SALLY LONGO
"Sally" ambition to be an artist secret ambition to own my own art school memories soph. art classes with Mr. M., Mr. V.; lunches with J.M., K.P., P.M., L.V., L.I., D.M., M. P.; 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th periods soph. yr. with K.P.; 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th periods jr. yr. with J.M.

JOSEPH MICHAEL LOTITO
"Joe" ambition to go to college secret ambition drive cross country in a tractor trailer memories fresh. wrestling with H.S.; Chem. with "super chicken" and I.D.; breaking up Eng. class; boredom in D.H.'s; B.O.F. and B.O.W.; immortal Spanish class; the cake bet and the steel claw story; P.S.S.C. labs; Ecology Club paper drives.

FREDERICK A. LUGANO
ambition to make my fortune and enjoy a long life secret ambition well, back to the kitchen memories soccer; raspberries and the riot; Bio; ski club; big bust at the Hilton; Chem.; M.K.Z., B.C. after B.S.; Vermont; Perv Show; P.N. '72; my hat; Mr. Peter; G.P.; strobing the action; Lake G.; c. and v., many good times; Pudd; 7th study; "Echo" elections; drive to H.P.; Big Bird; Valley Green '73; all night darkroom with E.S.; K.S., D.A.; Great Nutch; "Uncle Freddy"; many good friends.

JANETTE M. LUTZ
ambition illustration secret ambition to see my dreams come true memories Maine with Y.V., His. II with R.T. and Mr. J. Merk's thumb; Span. II with Mr. F. and S.S.; Senior Play; Virginia in the summer; Eng. II and "A Separate Peace"; little people; pd. 2 with Mr. C.; "Leper" Lepellier

CATHY LYONS
KENNETH MACFARLANE
"Mac" ambition biological research secret ambition to be a pro athlete memories first day of freshman football; jr. lunch; four years of Latin with T.A., P.S., S.C.; Chem labs ...

KEVIN MACLACHLAN

WALTER ZELINSKI
"Jack" ambition to be a music teacher secret ambition to be able to play piano like Leon Russell memories 4 yrs. in P.V. Band; going down to J.W.'s house and jamming around; M.S., K.S., and J.B.; foolin' around; "Did I do anything wrong out there?" "Boy, I wish I could die"; kumpin' Jack Flash; Jardin Cang and Buddy Miles concerts; "Those old proverbs Hepatitis Blues"

KEVIN MACLACHLAN

THOMAS MAC NEILL
"Tom" ambition biochemistry secret ambition to build and drive the hottest Dodge Funny Car memories the long chair lift rides; working on my first engine; good times with S.G. & J.L.; my first bomb; practice with A.B. & B.D.; the big rip off, Vermont '71

MARY LOUISE MANACHI
"Mare" ambition to be an organ teacher secret ambition to travel and see the world memories secretary of Health Careers Club; Tri-Hi-Y; senior play; organ recital 5/31/72; being a Munchkin for play in winter of '71; main office; Masque and Sandal; good times with B.H.

MARY LOUISE MANACHI

NEAL R. MANGANO
"Nooie" ambition to be a black belt in Karate secret ambition go to Alaska and be a homesteader memories H.R. 247; all my Eng. classes; football with "the dean"; fights on the bus going to Karate school; drinking with the boys ...

PAMELA MAGUIRE
"Pam" ambition surgical technician secret ambition to always feel needed memories freshman year with C.C., Asbury Park; summer of '70; August 2, 1970; letters from P.W.; J.H.'s new car; the park; fishing with P.W., J.G. living at my house; happy and sad times with P.W.

KEVIN MANLA
"Malan" ambition to be a career in aviation secret ambition to be happy and successful in everything I do memories skiing at Vernon Valley with B.O.; July 2, 1971 at W.P.'s; cool times with the Washington Park boys; canoeing down the Delaware; marathon basketball game; To-towa pool; summer of '72; milk routes with J.N. and M.N.; T.S.'s graduation party Aug. 17, 1972 at the Meadowbrook
JOHN BERNARD MANN
ambition: Horticultural science
memories: lunch, freshman year and apple for L.F.; being with M.S.M.; skiing with M.M. and her thumb; soph. English; junior year 8th study; 7th history and girl talk; senior play; no passes; M. 2 years.

PETER MANTIONE
"Pete" ambition: Auto mechanic
secret ambition: drive a pro stock and bring in the bucks memories: lunch with V.F., "Mowk", S.D., and P.R.; P.R. chasing us in the hall; J.A., J.A.; Mr. A. Trans. I; senior yr. with B.K.

DIANE MARCHETTI
ambition: Secretary
secret ambition: to do a handstand dismount successful ly memories: frosh yr.; soph. health "corner"; "Ranger Station"; parties with everybody; Girls' Show, Comm. head; green posters with S.C., L.F., C.L., L.D.; soph. lunch; jr. eng. with I.G.M.; "no, yeah!"; Commercial Service Corps with E.B.; chorus with S.C. and S.P.; great times with friends; summer '72; senior eng.; the shore; F.N.B. with E.P., S.C., and B.M.; Dr. Ed. with C.M. in the green car; jerk; the ditch.

JOE MASON
"Jay" ambition: Marine biologist
secret ambition: take a motorcycle around the country memories: freshman basketball; 7th study; surfing down at R.R.'s; the house; Spanish I; ski trips; Maine; Chem I; watching B.M. & I.O. ski

JOYCE ELICE MANN
"Joy" ambition: to further my education
secret ambition: to follow in the skate blades of Peggy Fleming memories: Girls' Show victories; Alg. II; Chem lab with P.G.; Nurse's office with L.Z., C.W. and P.P.; summers at P.B.; Freshman day; Drivers Ed.

CHARLES J. MARATTA
"Charlie" ambition: to be a professional musician
secret ambition: to live in Boston memories: the swing; front lawn with F.A., B.M., M.E.; Napkin Garri with F.A., G.L., B.C., B.O.T.B.; River view Drive; Atlantic City; Cal.; L.A.; DECA; J.R., M.O.; Olds, Falcon.

JOSEPH MASON
"Jay" ambition: Marine biologist
secret ambition: to take a motorcycle around the country memories: freshman basketball; 7th study; surfing down at R.R.'s; the house; Spanish I; ski trips; Maine; Chem I; watching B.M. & I.O. ski.

MAUREEN M. MARZALEK
ambition: College
secret ambition: to go back in time to change unhappy memories to happy ones memories: H.R. 247; Drivers Ed with Mr. R.; white hoops '71; soph. geometry, hanging around with M.P., D.M., E.P., P.V., J.S., A.J.; Prom '72; P.J. parties; "gorgeous brunettes vs. dishwasher blondes"; M.C.D. jr. lunch; long walks; "soft music"; modes; skiing; bus lab; Halloween '71; Chem. I with Mr. K.

JOSEPH MASON
"Jay" ambition: Marine biologist
secret ambition: to take a motorcycle around the country memories: freshman basketball; 7th study; surfing down at R.R.'s; the house; Spanish I; ski trips; Maine; Chem I; watching B.M. & I.O. ski.

ALAN MATARESE
"Albert" ambition: Auto mechanic
secret ambition: it's a secret memories: Mr. R.'s office; Mr. N.'s office; Mr. E., the week end warrior; Mr. S. and his after school conference; H.R.; R.N.; F.P. to the shore; the bus frosh, soph., jr. year; B.S., D.D., R.J., R.N., H.R., J.R.
LINDA ZEMPOLUCH
"Lin" ambition fashion designer secret ambition to obtain the most out of life memories S.K. and M.G.; C.B. and J.C.; summer of '70; G.T.O.; summer of '72; summer in Beach Haven with J. and S.; 4th lunch with P.J.; soph. dance with S.K.; roller-skating with C.B.; "Standing Out in the Cold"; knowing R.R.; long walks with M.G.; meeting B. and G.; suffering with D.W., frosch study with N.S.; going to the Village on Sat. night.

COLLEEN MARIE MAY
"Col" ambition nurse secret ambition to travel cross country on a 10 speed bike with a special someone memories walking into the boys' locker room on the first day, broken legs; having parties '70-'71; being a green; July 1, '71 with D.R.; my bent tree up at Hunter Mt.; 2 yrs. of gym with "Miss" R.; happy times with B.W. in '72 summer; "Godspell" and the drunk; driven ed. with P.M., in S.B.'s green car; many great friends.

LINDA ZEMPOLUCH
"Lin" ambition fashion designer secret ambition to obtain the most out of life memories S.K. and M.G.; C.B. and J.C.; summer of '70; G.T.O.; summer of '72; summer in Beach Haven with J. and S.; 4th lunch with P.J.; soph. dance with S.K.; roller-skating with C.B.; "Standing Out in the Cold"; knowing R.R.; long walks with M.G.; meeting B. and G.; suffering with D.W., frosch study with N.S.; going to the Village on Sat. night.

COLLEEN MARIE MAY
"Col" ambition nurse secret ambition to travel cross country on a 10 speed bike with a special someone memories walking into the boys' locker room on the first day, broken legs; having parties '70-'71; being a green; July 1, '71 with D.R.; my bent tree up at Hunter Mt.; 2 yrs. of gym with "Miss" R.; happy times with B.W. in '72 summer; "Godspell" and the drunk; driven ed. with P.M., in S.B.'s green car; many great friends.

DONNA MAYER
"Lil' Terror" ambition legal secretary secret ambition to marry that special somebody and be happy memories P.D.; Aug. 13, '71; summer of '71 & '72; the shore; my friends; bowling team; the Coalition; "66" GTO; attempting to drive GTO; the Mall with B.M., G.V., B.K., D.M., R.M.; taking my sister shopping; "babe".

MARJORIE LEA MC CARTNEY
"Margie" ambition elementary teacher secret ambition to marry J.L. and always be happy memories France '71; ski trips; driver ed. 4th quarter March 18, '72; May 29, '72; Wildwood '72 with J.L.; Catskill game farm.

KATHLEEN ANN MC CLUSKY
"Kathy" ambition just to be secure and happy secret ambition to marry C.D.R. and travel cross country in our '55 memories '68 Prom; being best friends with S.D.; all the days with S.D., I.L. & R.R.; lunch in soph. yr.; all the good times with C.D.R.; taking the "Gremlin Gang" up; G.; L.K.; home room with A.M. & R.M.; weekends at Englishton.

JOAN MARIE MC CALL
"Joan" ambition college secret ambition to own a ranch memories ski trip with J.D., M.W., B.C., D.G., C.W., and J.R.; dating M.K.; the star on Friday; '72 Senior Prom with M.K.; Dec. 29, '71 at C.W.'s; New Years '72 at B.S.'s.

MARGARET MC DERMOTT
"Peggy" ambition nurse secret ambition to be friends with everyone memories Florida '72 with D.K. '72; Dr. Ed. 3rd & 4th gr.; P.S.D. & Co.; 117 soph. yr.; shore '70, '71, '72; getting lost with J.D. & K.K.; days off with my friends; sitting on the front lawn with J.R.

DON MC GEE
ambition graduate high school secret ambition to go to California memories "Doc's" C.I.E. class; getting my hand run over in auto shop.
RACHEL MC KENNA
"Rae" ambition bookkeeper secret ambition to be happy with whatever I do memories: Mall Monday night with D.M., B.K., G.V., B.M.; Cotillion ’71; going out with B.W.; 6th lunch soph; jr yr. study; 8th per; soph yr.; a brown Camaro.

DAWN DARLENE
D. MELCHONI
ambition: nurse secret ambition: nursing memories: humming around with K.C., J.P. and J.C.; Masque and Sandal trips; the Park with F.M., P.D. and M.C.; on the sneak with F.M., Woodstock and Palenville; Oct. ’71 and ’72; up the lake and back again; Jan. 8, 1972; having Jo, Jennifer; F.M.’s birthday party; F.M. and J.M.

FREDERICK METZGER
"Fred"
"Dave" ambition pediatrics secret ambition: to rid the world of all sickness, hunger and poverty memories: 9th with Mr. M., K.F., R.H.; "Car"; "hoss jockey"; and now from the weekly bulletin "Chen II with 'Doc' B.; jr. Cotillion; E.R.S.; Pres. H.C.C.; Phys. I with 'the Dean'; shooting for two; water bottles; "put a bandana on it, F.S."; "you got that projection from who?"

DAVID A. MIDDLEMAS
"Dee" ambition college secret ambition: to forget all my troubles and live all my dreams memories: P.O.; "the garage"; Seaside ’71; 2nd study soph; yr.; 6th lunch jr. year; down the shore with P.O., J.D., and L.L.; April 17, 1971; Concert at Radio City Music Hall, Driven Ed. with Mr. M.

DEIRDRE MILLER
"Dee" ambition college secret ambition: to own my own custom body shop memories: auto shop with Wggy; welding with pretty boy, cutting school and having parties; making film on front lawn; my reserved seat in the main office; track with Bear; Boe and Herman

WILLIAM THOMAS
MC LOONE
"Butch" ambition: doctor secret ambition: play pro football and to own McSorleys memories: Soph. Chem. football and the Dean; the red truck, B.B.; painting party; fr. Eng. and being bored with D.O., M.D., and L.H.; McSorleys; shore ’72; the "Club" and out with the "boys"; wrestling.

DONALD PAUL MESZAROS
"Don" ambition: lawyer secret ambition: to be elected President memories: Soph. study; Vermont; Drivers Ed. with Mr. P.; Surf City at R.B. house; leer of the peer; soccer games: varsity bench; trail blazing with M.S., G.V.G.

GEORGE A. MILLER II
"George" ambition: auto body or truck driver secret ambition: own my own custom body shop memories: auto shop with Wggy; welding with pretty boy, cutting school and having parties; making film on front lawn; my reserved seat in the main office; track with Bear; Boe and Herman
SUSAN MARIE MILLER
"Mills" ambition college secret ambition to love and always be loved by that one special person memories summers '70, '71, and '72; Austria; Prom '72; S.R. surf shack; Vermont '71 and '72; whip lizards; "the snowball"; evening S.R., F.R., R.H., P.H.; concerts with S.R.; shower 2:30 a.m.

VICTOR MIRCZHCNIENKO
"Chuck" ambition college secret ambition... build my own house memories going to B'way C with T.S. and S.C.; being with M.G. and working with J.G. as A.P.I.T.A.

ANNA MONACelli
ambition nursery school teacher secret ambition to see the world and meet all it's people memories Italy '71 and '72; C.L.; dugout with M.P. & D.M.; 1st per. gym jr. year with M.P., E.F., D.M., P.T. & J.S.; mine and M.T.'s picnic bench; fun times with J.S. and B.C.; climbing walks and riding bikes with C.S.; 4th study sr. yr.; bus strike and breakfasts

BARBARA MONGELLI
"Baw" ambition to scarcely survive, happily, with my man & "our" family secret ambition "to live in accord with the promptings which come from true self" memories F.A.; adv. art jr. year; Belmar; summer of '72; leaving twice; returning once; Italy '70 & '72; B.C. --- "E.F."; R.H., C.M., M.F., T.S., L.S., L.S., "T.T." Fr. S., A.A.; Sept. 16 --- L.R. concert
JOHN MONICO

"O" ambition electrician; secret ambition to blow B.S.'s doors off; a drag race memories; pushing carts; pinball with B.S.; S.M.'s bike accident; summer school; Sundays down the station with A.S.; Jr. summer riding in the Mach 1.

JAMES LEE MONROE

"Jim" ambition to be anything; secret ambition to be a musician; memories cutting with S.L. in my junior year...

LINDA JOYCE MONROE

"Lyn" ambition beautician or retailer; secret ambition to marry a sailor in the Navy and travel around the world with him; memories lunch with the gang from 70-72; summer of 71-72 with J.T. and L.T.; roller skating with J.S.; P.M. and sometimes J.D.; going to carnivals with J.T., L.T., C.O., M.D., J.D., J.R....

ROSEMARY MONZO


DEBRA JANE MOONEY

"Debbie" ambition airline stewardess; secret ambition to understand why some things must happen; memories cutting '71, '72 with P.M., P.W.; 1st per. gym; P.I., M.P., A.M., E.P., J.S.; "right here"; learning to drive stick; T.B.'s, P.W., P.M., J.L.; 110; P.M., D.P., B.P.; Austria '70; N.Y.C.; laughing at someone; the track; "In the Rain"; J.L.; 4/9/72; hanging with L.C. '71 yrs.; summer '72; 8/14/72; Easter '72; laughs with Merrie; summer '71 — B.P. & L.C....

BARBARA ANN MOUSSAB

"Barb" ambition physical ed. teacher; secret ambition to enter P.V. as a freshman in '73; memories soph. Eng. with R.K. & V.E.; Jr. gym with S.D.B., S.C., P.V.; Bio. with P.V.; Jr. hist. with D.M., J.P.; Willowbrook Monday nights; farm with G.V.; Florida with M.Z.; R.M.'s P.J. party; a certain dance; Girls' Show '71, '72, '73; bowling Friday nights.

MARGARET MONTONE

"Peggy" ambition model; secret ambition to have ten children; memories the night I met J.C.; the night I went riding around with T.M., B.B., I.P., T.W., G.H. and I popped G.H.'s bubble in his face; knocking over garbage cans with T.W., E.D., B.B., T.M., G.H....
SANDRA SUE MUELLER
“Sandy” ambition: secretary secret ambition to write a best seller novel memories: summers of ’71, ’72; D.E. with Mr. B; B., F. and F.; driving with B.J.R.; freshman yr. with T.B.; skiing with M.M.; soph. 8th per. with K.F.; good times with P.G. and L.W.

FREDERICK E. MUES
“Fred” ambition: commercial pilot secret ambition: If I told you, it wouldn’t be a secret anymore, would it? memories: frosh 3rd lunch; Miss B’s Earth Science class; Soph. Mr. C’s Trans III class; Eng. with Mrs. I.; jr. yr.; Trans III again; Eng. with Mr. S; sr. yr. computer math with Mr. H.; getting called to the office to move my car.

HELEN MILFORD
ambition: fashion buyer secret ambition: professional dancer memories: times with W.D.; Copa; Corillion ’70 and 71; Chicago Concert; modern dance head; babysitting D.D. and M.S.; Arlo and James Gang Concerts; white flag, conference with Miss A.; long walks with K.A.; a certain night with M.H., P.D., V.S.; friends with P.D.; committee head parties; Teddy Bear; Tony Awards.

RUTHANN MULLEN

PETE K. MUNDY
“Duke” ambition: to be a missionary secret ambition: to enter in the Baja memories: the time I got kicked in the pants on the lone by Mr. Gerdy; my social life experiences; the passing of my adolescence.

JAMES MURPHY

RICHARD NAVARRO
“Rick” ambition: to travel memories: short trips — to the shore with H.R., G.R., A.M., J.H., F.P.; to St. Patrick’s Parade with J.C., F.P.; Mr. B’s second period class Jr. year; Mr. C’s 7th period class Jr. year.

JAMES NICOLETTI
“Jim” ambition: Ph. D. in Chemistry secret ambition: to be rich and powerful memories: German conventions; Chem I; Germany; 3rd lunch; Sunfish Pond; 5th lunch, Eng. III; German I; paper drives, cogito ergo sum.
VINCENT NIGLIO

“Nick” ambition cameraman secret ambition to command a starship memories 1st year Italian with Mr. B.; Mr. M's 2nd period class; all my friends I've met through the years.

VINCENZO NIGLIO

“Enzo” ambition college secret ambition to become the greatest soccer player in the world memories second place soccer season in soph. year good times with Mr. M walking in the hall with M.V.; Prom with V.M.; Italian classes with F.P.

JOSEPH M. NOVAK

“Barry” ambition Accountant secret ambition to star in a monster movie memories Fresh, baseball with J.L., F.P.; Mr. D.P.; H.B. — Feb. 29, 1972; May 29, 1,000 Acres with D.O., S. and B.; H.B'R.; working with K.M., M.N., D.R., and F.C.; Bio with Mr. C.; running out of gas Aug. 29, Dune Buggy with E.V., Vernon Valley; Meadowbrook; G-man

JOSEPH M. NOVAK

“Barry” ambition Accountant secret ambition to star in a monster movie memories Fresh, baseball with J.L., F.P.; Mr. D.P.; H.B. — Feb. 29, 1972; May 29, 1,000 Acres with D.O., S. and B.; H.B'R.; working with K.M., M.N., D.R., and F.C.; Bio with Mr. C.; running out of gas Aug. 29, Dune Buggy with E.V., Vernon Valley; Meadowbrook; G-man

JOSEPH M. NOVAK

“Barry” ambition Accountant secret ambition to star in a monster movie memories Fresh, baseball with J.L., F.P.; Mr. D.P.; H.B. — Feb. 29, 1972; May 29, 1,000 Acres with D.O., S. and B.; H.B'R.; working with K.M., M.N., D.R., and F.C.; Bio with Mr. C.; running out of gas Aug. 29, Dune Buggy with E.V., Vernon Valley; Meadowbrook; G-man

JOHNNY WILLIAM NYITRAY

“Johnny” ambition college secret ambition to travel around the world the rest of my life memories Merc. work 4th period; lunch with R.B., S.A., B.W.; period 5 Dinger’s degenerate in Chemistry 72

DAVID JAMES NOWEN

“Chick” ambition secret ambition to drive cross-country in a camper memories Fresh, Soph., Jr. & Sr.; Basketball; Laughing it up; Study with L.A., C.W. party; T.S. Party; New Year at B.O.; Jr. Cot with S.S. The Fakathon; the summers at the Park; All the good times with J.J.; working at S. and R.

CORNELUIS NOORDYK

“Neil” ambition college secret ambition to reach all my goals memories the Park; the gang; the shore with D.S., R.D., and P.L.; football all 4 years with the G and V squad; Miss D’s Fresh Eng. class; “Mia Heyn”; Mr. B's Phys. Ed. class; Mr. P's Phys. Ed. class; all times with D.H.; rest of my senior year

CYNTHIA ODORISIO

“Cindy” ambition to work for the airlines secret ambition to always be with that certain someone memories “J.C.” Feb. 5 ’72; “bird”; doubling with D.R. and R.B.; J.C’s Prom, down the shore, Cotillion ’73; Bethwood, 5th lunch yr.; Dr. Ed. With Mr. P.; P.I. parties; Rolling Stones Concert; Golden Star; the gal D.R., P.I., L.H., D.R.; the summer of 72.
DEBRA OLIVA
"Debbie" ambition X-ray technician secret ambition to ski in the Olympics memories Feb. 29, 1972; good times with P.T. and M.V.; Girls' Show; St. B.; Aug. 29, '72; Meadowbrook; H.B.R.; 1,000 acres with J.N.; getting stuck at Hunter mountain; Vermont '72; Dune Buggy riding with J.N.; E.V.

ROBERT J. O'NEILL
"O" "Oats" ambition veterinarian secret ambition to live in 18th century America memories R&T; W.P. Boys; 7th. study, good times with T.; P.J., D.R., & D.R.; track; F.R.; b.b.; away at L.B.J. 6/26/72; 7/26/72; 7/31; Cotillion '71; skiing; Park Gang; N.Y.E.; '71 "bba."

WILLIAM N. ORLANO
"Greaser" ambition Physical Education Teacher secret ambition to coach the New York Yankees memories Freshman baseball box; 7th study with the wildmen; skiing with "the gang"; the R&T Washington Park Boys; 6/25/72; 6 to 1; basketball marathon — noons; horns; W.O.S.; J.K.; land; "Bee-Bop Gang"; Gig; J.T.; I.C.; K.S.; working with B.P.; shop with "Mita" H.

KAREN ANNE ORTMANN
"One" ambition speech therapist secret ambition General Motors and Habena (28) Corpus memories "you know what?" Miami '71 with S.S., G.B., & B.D.; parties with the gang; locking keys in the car; Prom '72 with B.A.; "winners"; camping with R.C.; riding bikes with S.S.; "this little piggy"; "5th lunch soph. and jr. yrs.; smashed Ringdongs; H.R. 24th; wet feet at 7:45; "porpil"; Verona Park; football and soccer games; sore throats after wrestling matches; "look at the monster!"; Dr. Ed.; "Buck-a, buck-a"; P.J. parties with S.S., G.B., A.S., & B.D.; "that makes me burp"; good times

PETER OSBORNE
Memories Lake George, Jr. year; D.M.; J.D., L.L.D., M.H., T.M.; RCMH concert; August 13, April 17, 1971; the shore August 1972 with J.D., M.H.; Ides; Seaside August 13-21, 1971

LAURENCE O'SHEA
"Lear" ambition college secret ambition to have influence with St. Peter in deciding who goes to hell memories frosh yr 8th gym; Latin-106; Mac's; Spendleton; "shouting beaver"; Daygo-fireball; "just laughing it up"; The City; cottage crew '71, '72; F.I.; J.V.; football with the Bear; four hysterical years with the Carm; a little brew after games; "come to the Kasbar"; Traymore Hotel — Atlantic; Uncle Nick's thumper at Sal's.
HAROLD A. OWENS
"Har" ambition: diesel mechanic secret ambition: to have the brass to pull a wheelie on a 1973 sportster memories: Art show ‘71, ‘72, ‘73; farm in Maine with Mr. B.; A.I. never could come up; going out with J.D.; giving Pottery away; clay shop with J.D., J.W., J.G. and M.B.; picking clay out of my teeth with A.S.; meeting C.S.; moving furniture; 7/8/71; riding my brand new ’72 Yamaha in the snow...

ELAINE Y. PANICCI
"Panic" ambition: beautician secret ambition: to live on a deserted island with J.P. memories: girls room 5th per jr yr. with M.P., M.R., R.M., P.T.; jr. gym 1st per. with "Teo" and the gang; the 1st time I met V.P., "Wilfred"; being picked up.

FULVIA PASQUALINI
ambition: college secret ambition: to adopt a child memories: Porshe; Eng. class with Mrs. K.; P.B.; Italian with Mr. D.S.; 5/25/72; fights with I.N.; fun I had in Italian IV with E.N. & Mr. D.S.; arguments with A.S.

MARIA PATACCO
"Mia" ambition: to work in the field of fashion secret ambition: to go around the world, see all the sights, and meet people memories: fresh hist. with Mr. M., R.H., J.B.; soph hist. — "Old Joe"; jr. yr. girls room with the gang; "right here" gym with Miss A. & A.M., E.P., J.S., P.T., D.M.; Dugout with A.M., D.M. & Paramus; meeting M.P.; going out and having good times; Manasquan 72 with M.P.; jade ring; working with M.V.; sr. D.J.C.A. with T.G., M.V., J.H., D.M.; "woods" with R.M.; Emerson, Lake, Palmer Concert with M.P.

GREGORY S. PANAS
"Greg" ambition: electrical engineer secret ambition: to be an educated waste memories: jr. yr. breakfast with J.S., T.C., J.C. & B.D.; sab's coffee; chem. with B.P.; dean's list; drawing with Smash, Tex's cellar; watching T.C. harf; Tony's set up; camping trips; shore with T.C.; a P.B. dream car.

FULTON PASQUALINI
ambition: college secret ambition: acting memories: Sun. day rides to Newark; the handicap; walking around Totowa with D.M. & D.H.; repeats; D.B.T. track meets; sleighriding; chocolate fudge; Wildwood & "you drank it"; art show with D.D.; dr. ed. with Mazzi; going to Brookdale Park

JANET MARION PATRICK
ELAINE PATTERSON
ambition: psychologist; secret ambition: comedy writer with J.A., D.M., & M.P.; memories: Ranger Station; Eng. II with Rojack; summer '70 in July; H.I.M.; pententot; Susie's problems; the ditch; the p.j. party; C. papers and a few phone calls; scaring J.P.; bonfire '71; summer '72; practicing with D.M.; driving around with R.D.; Grab A Giehu; 2 loaves; being chased by the 10% with M.P.; Span. with Mrs. W.; "wiltless, hopeless."; Fri. nights with D.M., B.M., S.C.; Too Early Tootsie; "A Separate Peace;" Yearbook with J.P.

MICHAEL ZINIS
ambition: to be a maniac of some kind or another; memories: home room with P.Z., A.Z., M.Z., L.W.; N.'s office; Rocky: front lawn; J.S.; the Academy; B.C.'s apple; all the little Mike's; woodsenge; K.D., D.T., D.B., D.W., M.R.; Mom and Aunt Rene; front steps; I can't mention anymore...

ROBERT PAVLAK
"Bob" ambition: chemistry; secret ambition: to see the solid time of change; memories: 7th study; varsity bowling; chemistry labs; summer; surfing; ooch; ski trips; dr. ed.; chem. II; lunch; gym

KATHLEEN MARIE PATTERSON
"Casey" ambition: registered nurse; secret ambition: never having to regret a moment of my life; memories: 4 yrs; green cheering with B.K.; Prom '72; skiing crew; Vermont '71; New Years Eve '71; J.V. capt.; varsity cheering; dream ing with B.K.; being class officer; cheerleaders dance; car song; Mother Hen

MARGARET PERRICELLI
"Margie" ambition: social worker; secret ambition: to own a Komono-color memories: Ranger Station; turtles; summer of '72; C. papers; stepping up; "Horatio"; Peg Leg; Chief Red Fox; Kachinas; Lovey's Pajama Party; my "menly men"; collecting mushrooms; being chased by the 10% with L.P.

LAURA IRENE PELLINEN
"Laur" ambition: college secret ambition: to visit many interesting places in the world; memories: Finland '71; treehouse with M.C.; times with M.A., L.H., K.T., J.L.; Eng. with S.M.; ski trips; rides; L.W. & P.G.; choir; Girls' Show; summer '72 with L.H.; green gangsters; Lake H.; my friends

CAROLYN PERRINI
"Carol" ambition: dental assistant; secret ambition: to be happy; memories: July 11, 1977; picnic; being with S.D.; good times with M.S., J.S., S.M., C.P., E.T.; down shore with M.S. '71; crazy house down shore; Sunday morning drives with M.S. & J.S.; dance '71; soph. lunch; days off; Sept. 11, 1972
POE 7H PERTAIN
"Bob" ambition: pro baseball, secret ambition: to stay the bum I am for the rest of my life; memories: fresh football & baseball parties at B.O.'s & at W.P.; "71 twirlers dance; laugh night with J.W., N.N., & T.B.; 3rd study; v. P.A.L. basketball; hiding from S.G. & C.P.; chem. lab with G.P.; soph. lunch; driving for the first time; W.P. gang: Gemen: Post 227

SANDRA MARIE PESCATORE
"Sam" ambition: to achieve my goals secret ambition: to close my eyes & when I open them to be happy, rich, & famous memories: crazy times with R.M. & N.B.; lay soph. yr. with R.M., "Did ya look!" tennis; "Wanna lift?"; "Mission Impossible" with R.M.; Jr. Castilian with Mr. Z.; Jan. 19 to 22; Godfather; ridin' around with J.G. & R.N.; Kiddies Matinee & Lemos; "rocky old dirt road"; Crottenfields; walking a straight line at R.M.'s house; binoculars; long talks & long goodbyes; getting a beaten from J.L.; Wildwood with R.M., "Hey kid"; Sr. play & the mad rush

DONALD J. PETERSON
"Jap" ambition: to live for Christ, who gave Himself for me... secret ambition: to fly an airplane; memories: fr. wrestling; History Club; phys. ed. with H.S. & S.B.; track; music with Mrs. D.; soccer; history in Mr. D.'s class; choir; dr. ed.

JOHN R. PETRONCHAK
"Pop" ambition: landscaper, secret ambition: to live on a 700,000 acre in P.A.

CHARLES G. PHILLIPS
"Chuck"... ambition: music teacher secret ambition: to live in a world of peace and concord; memories: early morning practices; Mr. K.'s stage band; "I'll wait"; "8 step in 5 yrs.!!"; choir; Miss. L.H.A.; talks with C.K., Mr. B. & the Gues Conductor; "think quiet"; the Barn; "Wizard of Oz" & "Little Me"; music wing; jr. yr.; "Bubbles"; Eng. Jr. yr.; Thanksgiving game '71, '72; Herald News '72 & '73; C. & Segrans '7; B.M.'s graduation party '72; jr. yr. with J.T.; the Byrd's concert; music camp; summer '72; friends

JEFFREY WILLIAM PICAZIO
"Car" ambition: college secret ambition: to be in a successful rock group; memories: the groups; Blue Movement; Redwood Trunk; good times with K.C.; cold nights in Panippany; the shore; the Martin, practices; Sabbath Concert; all my friends
JOHN PILIPENKO
ambition: photographer secret ambition: to be the town drunk
memories: drinking from ginger ale
bottles; getting thrown out of school; cutting study...

MARK PETER PIWOWAR
“Pie” ambition: to be in business secret ambition: to race a funny car
memories: International Club; H.Y.
W.Y.; Key Club; C.V.N.; the Story Book
Children; the Yearbook; accounting with
N.S., B.S. & L.P.; 2 yrs. of Spanish; Bio. with
the pro; homeroom with J.P.; J.P. ...

DEBRA LEE PLACE
“Debbie” ambition: legal secretary secret ambition: to travel & to
become an actress memories: Fresh day; K.C.; jr. Eng. with J.D., J.P. & B.C.;
April 27, 1973 ...

FRANK POLONIAK
“Franco” ambition: to do nothing
and get paid for it secret ambition: to get back something I thought I had
memories: St. Pat’s Day Parade; 4th
lunch with the gang; 5th lunch; laughing
2nd period with Mr. B.; T.H.C. with K.L.;
camping with the gang; Germany ...

JEANETTE ANN PLOCH
“Judie” ambition: veterinarian
secret ambition: to float down the
Colorado River through the Grand Canyon
on a raft memories: rippin’ with
W.G. & P.M.; hitchin’ with M.M.;
munchies; Alice’s Wonderland; fire sign
theater; N.Y.S.; Ark; rodeo; V.W., R.B.,
R.Y., P.H., M.D.

MARIO G. PORPORINO
“Porpy” ambition: to become a jet
plane engineer secret ambition: to
never get old memories: 70, 71, 72
lunch; ’72 front lawn; going to New York
’72 with J.D., R.B., B.H.; summer of ’71 with
P.A. & J.A.; cutting Hr. everyday in ’72
during bus strike; Anthony Wayne ’72 with
J.W., F.N., B.D.; basketball games in ’72 with
J.W., R.F.; going to McSorleys in ’72 with
J.W., F.J., B.D., E.R.; the City ’72 with B.H.,
R.B., M.D.; the shore in ’72 with G.F., T.H.;
all my new friends in those 3 yrs.

ANGELA POMPONIO
“Ange” ambition: secretary secret ambition: free-lance writer
memories: summer of ’69 with J.H.; at the deli;
chocolate cookies with S.G., A.B., & S.G.
leaving for Iowa; talks with C.T.; wrestling
matches; a long time with R.H.; St. Patrick’s
Day ’72 with J.V., S.G., & A.B.; summer of
’72; visit to Bristol; good times with J.S.;
friends from Wayne; my “not too often”
silent moments

JOAN ELIZABETH PORTE
ambition: government or journalism secret ambition: to catch a pass from Joe
Namath memories: Fresh yr: a cer-
tain water cooler; long stases in Earth
Science; Eng. classes; Prom ’72; Valley
Green Staff; concert ’72-’74; bonfire ’70; a
certain basketball game; learning how to
bowl; Washington, D.C.; good times with
S.L., E.P., E.H., J.S., M.P., L.S.; Mr. C’S Bio. 1
class; running out of time; football games;
sr. play; good times with Tawawa First Aid
“Y” Squad; “Black Comedy”; bus strike;
J.P., Y.V., D.A., H.E., and other good
friends
CHRISTINE ANN PRIESTLY

KATHELEEN POTTS
“Potts” ambition nursery school teacher secret ambition to learn to cook Italian food for P.J.M. memories driving a ’67 Chevelle; great times & a lot of fun with P.J.M.; pre-engagement with P.J.M.; “S. 7”; Spindletop; getting in trouble with S.L. & L.G.; cutting with P.J.M., L.G., S.L., C.E., & P.M.; Wilbar’s; Steak & Brew

ROBERT A. PRIESS
“Bob” ambition college secret ambition to travel all over the world to inherit a million bucks memories summer of ’70; Mt. B.’s German class; Miss. S.’s Chem. 1 class 8th per.; summer of ’71 down Florida; 6th per. lunch my jr. yr.

CHRISTINE ANN PORTELLI

ROSEMARY POST
“Ro” ambition California or Bust! secret ambition to have a football team memories Easter ’72; days off with J.S. & J.H.; Fritz; Dugout with M.B.; relays; St. Patty’s Day; 41 Montague T.M. & E.W.; March 6th; M.S.C. Cotillion ’71; Baldie; Vermont ’72; greatest memories with F.J., M.S., J.S., D.R., V.O., F.W.

JOHN JOSEPH QUINN III
“Jack” ambition journalist secret ambition editor of National Lampoon memories ’72; 1/12; 1/31; 1/172; 6/25/72; Cig. the Washington Park gang; football; 6 tol; track, soph; basketball; “Boo Hoo”; “Cenoldld”: the basketball marathon 7/26-7/26/’72; moons; P.A.L. basketball and horns; 2nd study jr. yr.; driving around at night; swinging; Calico; the shore

GERARDA MARIE PUGLIS
“Gerie” ambition college secret ambition to live in a house on the side of the road memories Mt. Peter; mud puddles; Bio. I: the hat; Head ’72; skiing; clouds; Venona Park; tennis; track meets; Jethro & the Gang; Apr. 7, 1972; Modern Times; summer ’70-’71; popcorn; Chem. labs; camping; 4th lunch jr. yr.; hist. II — 212

JOSEPH QUINN
“Joe” ambition to own a restaurant secret ambition to own my own “Fillmore” memories forosh study; out the window; Christmas up Sicks house with snack bar; wrestling; “The Chase” with Nova, Volks and Mustang; shoe department with A.J.; work with J.F., L.H., D.T., M.T., A.C., and K.K.
EMMA ZOLLO

“Emmy”, “Emy” ambition to forget all my troubles and live all my dreams. Happy and sad times with G.C.; happy times with J.O.; rowboating; climbing high mountains; riding bikes at M.W.'s; full moon with J.T.; dinner with G.C., A.Z., M.K.; Ferris wheel; the shore; Dairy Queen; the curse; homeroom with A.Z., M.Z.; Christmas ’71; Dr. Ed. with Mr. M.; wanting to blow up I.P.; saying goodbye...

JOSEPH JAMES RATTINO

“Rat” secret ambition to be in the M.A.F.I.A. memories of attendance in 3rd yr.; breakfast in the morning; booky ring in lunch; baseball in J.J. Bonnie’s class...

THOMAS E. REID JR.

“Wills” ambition mechanical engineer secret ambition to shoot a 12-point white-tail deer memories...Chem. I with E.S. and K.C.; Dr. Ed.; Eng. III; P.R. in lunch; senior health...

JEANNE MARIE RAWLUK

ambition a Polymath secret ambition to complete the list and then some memories summer of 71; “I can do it!”; “So what do you do when it gallops?”; every morning at the mike; one pair of jeans; also one pair of shorts; “what a cluch!”; the diet; me and M.U. in N.Y.C.; C.C. and me with the top down in the rain — “You’re gonna get wet, huh?”; the horse shows; the rifle gallery; me, M.U. and company trying to find where the gas goes — M.U.’s fender; D’s B.C. and U’s P.I.; roadrunner; the football game with M.U., C.B. at M.S.U.

MARY ANN REIDY

“Pippy Long Stocking” ambition to be a rock and roll star memories a good time with B.C.; camping with M.G., D.A., J.G., F.P., R.H.; ’69 Stones Concert; Halloween ’71; Gadopoly, 6th lunch soph. and Jr. yr.; spring in ’70; Dec. 12th; Little Falls Park; the Church; C.H.A.G.A.M.M.D.S.; fun with G.G.; Masque and Sandal trips; Cape Cod; camping’71...

MERRI T. REILLY

“Merr” ambition to get a Vet secret ambition to be able to help people that really need it memories the good times with B.S.; the times at school with E.D., P.M., L., M., R.M.; Nov. 20, 1970; summer ’69; Labor Day ’72; Dr. Ed. with J.C. and with all the gang from Shop Rite in the morning...

RONALD J. RAYMOND

“Ron” ambition medicine secret ambition to travel around the world memories Span.; 7th study; shore; soccer; surfing; skiing; cruising with A.B.; “Lear” off the pier; driving...

EDWARD REINHARDT

“Ed” ambition dentist memories the cottage and its crew ’71, ’72; Alg. I with Buddy B.; Eng. with Mr. A.; frosh. baseball; soph. basketball; H.R. 203; Belmar ’72
CATHY RENNA
"Cathy" ambition to become an art teacher secret ambition to become a famous artist memories twirling; Herald News Band Festival; soph. gym with G.H., M.M., and A.C.; football games; J.P. and Algebra; 100 minutes of lunch; Girls' Show; Dr. Ed. and squires with L.S., N.C., C.B., and Mr. P.; long assemblies; water fights in Chem. with the gang; 7:00 A.M. practices; losing keys; getting caught

JOHN RESMAN
"Foggy" ambition aviation mechanic secret ambition to become another Vida Blue memories Mr. B. 2 yrs. in a row 1st period; Grins 7th period with crazyman jr. yr.

STEVEN RETZER
"Reta" ... ambition to travel and go to college secret ambition to be appointed to the Mafia and live an eternal life memories Dean; the bear; G-men; Ridgewood '71; Tommy eh; Boston house; cops-dak-hel-honest-wilt; parties; accident; city with jersey; skiing at Penn.; share with S.T.; sleeper to South Jersey with van; N.G. and the walks; Dean's joke book; just B.K.; locker room laugh up

DONNA ROBERTO
"Don" ambition psychologist memories ... T.W.W.H.; "pudges"; skiing with L.H., Vermont '71 & '72; munchies; tennis with P.J.; good times with C.D. & S.C.; "panning it"; p.p. parties; '71 & '72 with D.R. & P.J.; double date; N.Y.C.; Bethwood; dud parties; the park; 5th lunch with D.R. & "the gals" ...

DEBRA ANN ROE
"Debbie" ambition elementary education secret ambition to go to a movie and understand it memories good times with R.B., C.O., J.C.; 5th lunch jr. yr.; Historian '70, '71; Cotillion '69, '71; p.p. parties; Bethwood; Seaside '71, '72; twirling '72, '73; surprise party '71; T.W.W.H.; "munchies"; N.Y.C.; the park; J.F.; B.W.

DEBRA RUFINO
"Debbie" ambition dental assistant secret ambition to have a certain three wishes come true memories 9/24/71; "D.S."; j.r. Cot. '70 and '71; football games with H.M.; a special teddy bear; being friends with J.M. and J.D.; flying; Act I; Gr. Relays with K.P. and L.S.; 8/18/72 with D.S., T.B., and B.H.; a quick get away with J.R.; putting initials in the snow with D.S.

EDWARD ROMAN
"Eddie" ambition medicine secret ambition musician memories riding around N.J. in C.P.'s M.G.; good times in Clifton with G.P., C.C., B.B., M.B., D.A., and J.A.; playing at Marta Hall with M.C., J.C., M.S., B.C., and special thanks for making it possible to L.E., S.A., A.S., K.C. ...
MARK RIGGI
"Rigs" ambition to become a carpenter secret ambition to go around the world memories C.E. class with "Doc" welding senior year; going up the lake with J.H; down the shore with J.H. J.R.

JOHN G. SABINO
"John" ambition professional jazz musician secret ambition pay back my parents for 10 years of music lessons memories Wildwood '71; Ocean Beach '69; Gigs with W.L. A., F.A., B.P.; Miami Beach '72; Lake Hopatcong area band '71 & '72; company; Club Charm; Jazz Clinics '72; New Year's Eve '70 with N.P.; dreaming with J.L.; T.C.

WILLIAM SABINO
"Wild Bill" ambition to try everything once memories Birdman; Cross country; Mac's city; jamming; M.H. house party; pals-buddies-stuff-and everything; Uncle Tom's Cabin; Fatman; cutting; R.A.'s collar; bite; laughing it up; hanging around; kid; never showing up.

GEORGE CHRISTOPHER SABOL
ambition mathematician secret ambition to learn how to fly a plane and sky-dive someday memories 2 yrs. of Mrs. J.; test tube incident in Chem. lab; frosh. and soph. wrestling; going to R.H.'s house for breakfast; meeting S.W., talking to L.C. in the halls.
ROBERT A. SALDARINI
"Sal" ambition: C.P.A. secret ambition to try to visit every state in the U.S. at least once. memories: two years of Spanish with the "Ford"; p. yr. Eng. with Ms. H.; weeks spent with D.P.; Fla. '72; Canada '71; talks in Alg. II with C.R.; acct. I with M.P., B.L.P.; May 14, '72

RANDY ALLEN SALERNO
"Randy" ambition: to be a doctor secret ambition: to be a country and Western singer memories: Golden Star for breakfast; cards at Dunn's bar; beer drinking buddies, R.D. & T.C.

ROBBIN LYNN SARDINSKY

JANET SANTORO
"Jan" ambition: happiness & love with N.J.Mc.D. secret ambition: to always be happy with N.J.Mc.D. memories: good times freshman year to junior year; having the grass fights on the lawn; and the exciting things that happened everyday

DAVID SANSONE
"galortnic" ambition: to travel around the world in a bathtub secret ambition: to have the power to straighten out the world memories: Cot. '70, '71; "D.K." Memorial Day; getting my foot run over by a school bus; 9/24/71; frosh. football; D.R.'s craving for ice cream

DONNA SARACENO
"Donna" ambition: secretary & career in fashion secret ambition: to marry C.H. & be rich memories: Cotillion '69; Cotillion '71; Prom '72, '73; Riverboat. Wildwood with C.H., M.A., W.G.; Girls' Show; snow flakes with C.H.; C.H.'s surprise party; having J.S. over; roller skating with C.H., R.H.; trouble on R. 46; Golden Star Friday nights; foods with J.A., S.G., & P.M.

ROBERT A. SALDARINI
"Sal" ambition: C.P.A. secret ambition: to try to visit every state in the U.S. at least once. memories: two years of Spanish with the "Ford"; p. yr. Eng. with Ms. H.; weeks spent with D.P.; Fla. '72; Canada '71; talks in Alg. II with C.R.; acct. I with M.P., B.L.P.; May 14, '72

RANDY ALLEN SALERNO
"Randy" ambition: to be a doctor secret ambition: to be a country and Western singer memories: Golden Star for breakfast; cards at Dunn's bar; beer drinking buddies, R.D. & T.C.

ROBBIN LYNN SARDINSKY

VICTOR C. SANTALLA
"Vic" ambition: college secret ambition: to die a natural death memories: S.C.; football; wrestling; smiling Dave; weighing 136; Pepsi; summer '71; A.S.S. with P.S.; Grease contest; 10/23/71; Cotillion '71; road runner; '72 summer with P.D.V.; G.S.N.W.P.A. A.I.N.T.

NICHOLAS MICHAEL SAUTER
"Nick" ambition: teacher secret ambition: to play pro. football memories: football with B.A.; dr. ed. with "spastic"; old pal J.B.; Rats vs. Gac; "you guys are dumb"; "Buddy"; "Mac Fix"; D.T.; 3rd study with Mrs. K.; 3 days at S.B.H.
MARGARET MARY SAVAGE
"Mags" ambition college secret ambition to relive 7th grade memories English with Mr. F.; his per. Ferd; K.A.'s slip on the ice; Verona days; camping with B.F.; working with K.A.; "My, all the mayo." thanksgiving night with K.K.; summer of '70; Mrs. O and Philadelphia lawyer; 7th study with D.M., B.J., & P.P.; 17th birthday; H.J.'s mock-out lane.

THOMAS B. SAYER
"Tom" ambition dentistry memories G-men; Min, Min, Min; bones; Rev. R.W.; fragile men foundation; "crunch bunch"; "beef"; Mason's Masonics; fidences; Pillsbury dough boy; "sophomore dinners"; summer jobs; Va., in '72; boy's state.

LEONARD SCHAFFER
"Schaeff" ambition to go to college and become a gym teacher secret ambition to someday take a trip to the moon memories Mr. F.'s English class; 5th per gym class with Mr. G.

JOYCE HUSTER

ANNE KAREN SCHULTZ
ambition to travel secret ambition to fly my own plane memories color guard; shore '71 with G.B.; McD's beach with S.B.; airport with K.K. & S.B.; stranded in Willowbrook with K.J.; wr. matches with G.B. summer '72 with G.F. & K.K.; softball games.

ROBERT SCHLAMPP
"Bob" ambition to be a Doctor secret ambition to play professionally in a rock group memories the memories of electronics class and all the friends made during my years in high school.

STANLEY J. SCHREK JR.
"Stooh" ambition architect secret ambition discover a comet memories Goddigt Ergo Sum; S.Y.A.B.; band; dance band; band trips '71-73; N.J.F.G. conventions; R.B. jokes; early morning; German band; recycling; "the gang"; A.A.V.S.O.; chess club.

DAVID T. CHILTON
"Schultz" ambition elementary school teacher secret ambition to drive a hearse memories misconduct report from Mrs. W. in lunch; bus strike; teachers' dickering; Dr. Ed.; N.S.; Mrs. K.; Mr. Kicks Chem. I class.
ROBERT WALTER SCHUMANN
"Schubag" ambition to do something pertaining to math secret ambition to work for the Federal Government memories 2 years on basketball team; 3 years of Spanish with D.F.; confusion on 1st day as a freshman, conclusion on 1st day as a senior; teacher protest.

LOUISE CATHERINE SCIACCA
ambition to be medical secretary secret ambition to play basketball opposite Wilt Chamberlain memories good times with J.T., C.W., E.K., J.F., C.T., C.S.; Chicago concert; long talks with M.S. in 1st yr.; 9/21/72; getting my car; shore 7/29/72-7/30/72; locker room jr. yr.

SANDRA H. SENCHAK
"Sandy" ambition elementary school teacher secret ambition to run away to a land where I'd never grow up memories Rec. Sec. '69-71; good times with J.K.; May 6th; disagreements with C.B.; winning and losing, soap court with J.F.; parties at my house; summer '71; finding rides home; Seaside; jr. Cotillon with D.N.; Vermont '71; Ant. Wayne; basketball games; Nassau; making S.G.A. Sec.; summer '72; H.T.; Piasa; "get the gun"; D.B. prom; "The Groovy Chicks"; driving around in M.U. Chevy; being nowhere; N.Y.C.; worrying

CHERYL SHAMEY
"Cherry" ambition to be rich, successful and happy memories 4 yrs. with P.A.U.L.; coffee at Calico with A.M., P.V.; climbing walls and riding bikes with A.M.; shopping with L.L.; working with A.J.; jr. gym with J.R., a certain someone; summer of '69; Sept 7, 1969; '64 Chevy

JAY R. SCHWARTZ
ambition to produce shows secret ambition to take a trip off the Earth memories F.E. final show; D.R.; summer of '71; front lawn; Florida rip off; T.P., E.H., A.F.; the almost band. D.D.

BRUTT SEEMANN
"crash box" ambition to split out to Cali. secret ambition to build a house in the woods memories the corner with D. & D.; 1st study with R.B. & J.M.; Mr. B's glowing; "hi"; L.S.; "O yeah thanks"; Mr. A. & Mr. A.; tribe; "where's this wire go Mr. CF?"

JOAN M. SHIELDS
"Joan" ambition to college memories good times with M.A.S.; J.C., and R.S.; gym with A.R.M.; summer of '70 & '72; shoe; Dr. Ed.

SUSAN G. SERGEY
"Sue" ambition to teach emotionally disturbed children memories to become an Olympic gymnast camp '71 & '72 with R.S.; gymnastics camp '71 & '72 with R.S.; summer camp '71 & '72 with R.S.; field hockey, riding in a red camaro; old blocks 460; raising in Chen I. Bio. II with bizarre G.C. & J.A.S.; the incredible bridegroom
MARGARET KAY
SHOVLOWSKY
ambition secretary secret ambition commercial artist memories freshman lunch; when T.W. got license; getting lost after coming from G.S.S.C.

DONALD SIDOR
"Don" secret ambition to get around memories vacations and good times with "the gang"; parties (14 day party at twins); living next door to L.L. and J.C.; rapping' with A.K.; the Shell station; "the caddy"; those talks; 6th study sr year; 4th lunch jr year; Florida; the shore '72; S.L., C.C., C.D.Y., P.E.A.B.

JOHN SIGONA
"Enzo" ambition architecture secret ambition to be an airplane pilot & travel memories to the good days with my friends.

SUSAN LYNN SIKORA
"Sue" ambition architect secret ambition astronaut memories band; Miami Beach; porpo; soggy feet at 7:45; free time with B.K. at 6:00 a.m.; lamb chops; J.P.'s algebra; 4Q Drivers Ed. with "poopie"; G.C.L.; "Dairy blankets"; bc-bc-cheep-cheep parties with "the gang"; wrestling matches; "the monster"; Physics with Steve Wonder and "the clan"; dirty pelo; Polish chickens with 200 I.Q.'s; soph. chemistry; ding dong; 5th lunch jr yr.; foot-in-mouth disease; Girl's Shows; Eng. drawing; relatives; "weiners"; "worthless leavings".

MICHAEL ERNEST
SILVESTRI
"Mike" ambition architect secret ambition to have the choice to attend any college in the country memories fresh. and soph. basketball; history with S.; fresh. yr.; gym soph. yr. calling S.B. stupid and regretting it; jr. yr. 6th lunch with M.S., J.F., T.S., M.B.; jr. yr. 2nd study with M.D., J.A., J.F., J.M.

BRENDA SIMONE
"Bren" ambition college — P.E. teacher secret ambition to be an Olympic gymnast memories S.S.'s surprise party; Jethro Boog; Girls' Show '71; field hockey; Mt. Peter; sneaks in tree; D.W. all the good times; shore; D.R., S.S.; G.P., N.B., A.D., S.U.S.p.j. party; gymnastics camp; C.E. and camping; Dr. Ed. 7th per.; Mrs. J.'s 5th per....
MARYLEE SISBARRO
"Mary" — "Squeeg" ambition to attend school for infant and child care
secret ambition to own a beach house and live an endless summer
memories summer of '69 with T.O.; shore with
C.P. in '71; crazy house at shore; good
times with C.P., C.T., J.S.S., M.B., D.J., S.P.,
etc.; Sun. morn. drivers with J.S.S. and C.P.;
with Mr. F., Dr. Ed.; 5th lunch soph. yr.;
talking on phone with L.S.; P. and S.'s wed-
ding; H. and N.'s wedding; wearing S.U.'s
shirt!!; days off

JOHN SKURAT
"Rat" ambition to go across country
on a bike; secret ambition a profes-
sional musician memories The Path
with R.C., N.M., M.H.; soccer; Great Notch
with J.E.: the hole on McBride; Izucki;
Penn. with J.E., J.T., S.T. "Noons" cellar;
Coppestone with J.P., J.E., D.L., J.R.

PAUL GARY SLAVIK
ambition to succeed in college
memories riding around S.R., D.S., J.S.;
6th lunch j.yr. B.F., G.S.; summer '72 K.M.;
permit S.R.; skiing winter '72; Gino's 5th
per. B.B.; Anthony Wayne '72

JOSEPH H. SLINGER
"Slink's" ambition to play major
league baseball secret ambition to
play pro hockey memories lunch
with K.S., J.E. and E.G.; A.W. soph. yr.;
fresh. and soph. football; gym with Mr. B.;
electronics with Mr. G.

GARY SLINGER
ambition to become a pitcher in the
major leagues secret ambition to hit
more home runs than any pitcher has in the
major leagues memories fresh. foot-
ball; Mr. G.; football with Mr. G.; baseball
with Mr. P. and Mr. D.; soph. yr. with
J.E.

PAULINE ALBERTA SLINGER
ambition to own a house in the middle
of nowhere secret ambition to al-
ways be as happy as I am now with D.S.
memories fresh. chorus with S.H.; soph.
8, '71; Jr. Cotillion with D.S.; Xmas '71;
summer '72; good times and baseball with
D.S.; G.S., J.S., D.J.; going with D.S. and
good and bad times since

GLORIA SLUTIACK
ambition to become a secretary secret
ambition to return to a certain
place memories good times with
M.M., L.H., L.P., J.L.; summer '71; to M.B.
with M.M.; '72 to P.P. with C.L. and G.B.;
'71 OH. with P.N. Dr. Ed. with Mr. R.; 8th
per. English B.S.; 1st per. gym

WILLIAM CONSTANTINE
"Wild Bill" ambition run Teddy for
President in '76 secret ambition
none memories Ecology Club Pic-
ic; Cross Country; McGovern Campaign;
Track; soph. Chem with Little Chicken;
scuba; run up Lake George
EDWARD JOHN SMITH JR.
"Smitty" ambition to earn $750.00 a week secret ambition to own and learn to play the synthesizer memories K.W. Jr. and Sr. Jr.; 5th study sr. yr.; Bio. I; the shore; the swing with K.W., J.M., A.R., J.T., B.W., S.T.; Ep and full concerts with B.W., A.R., J.T., R.H., C.W., M.R.; Ranger games; McSorley's, The Dog Out; The Play House; "Clockwork Orange"; drinking Michelob; free spirit, N.Y.C....

EDWARD SOLLA
"Solenoid" ambition chemical engineer secret ambition to race cars and make millions memories fooling around in jr. lunch with P.M., V.J. and S.D.; 4th per. Chem. with Mr. B.; the fort racing in a hot Chevy ...

PHILIP SORRENTINO
"Phil" ambition pharmacist secret ambition to replace light bulbs on the George Washington Bridge memories Miami '71; S.G.A. watermelons; Yankee Stadium; Lake Hopatcong and gang; 87 Main St.; Shea Stadium with friends; days of R.A. and M.J.; Hudson River under Tappan Zee Bridge; Wright Psychology; T.G.'s ...

JOHN CHARLES SPAGES
"John" ambition to become an art teacher secret ambition to get married and make something out of life memories ... H.H., W.H.; Senior Prom with J.H. and friends; Seaside; winter '71-'72, summer '72; French II; Homeroom; Adv. Art II; P.F.; Eng. IV; J.A.; M.P....

JUDITH A. SOJACK
"Judith A." ambition ethologist secret ambition to meet Wylie and see what he thinks memories fr. Eng. with D.M., E.P., M.P., and J.P.; "sensitivity sessions" with E.P., Dr. Ivi; "err, surely L.M."; "Ranger Station"; "A Separate Peace"; the C. papers and fly by night interviews; Suavee, there, here, everywhere and never to return; circumscribing polygons with J.W.; twins with S.S.; winking at J.P.; lovelies; boot camp; keeping house with S.S. and Blondie; Princess M. and her merry men; harem; loud noises; buching; the ditch ...

KENNETH E. SOWA
"Sol" ambition chemist secret ambition to collect tolls on G.S. Parkway memories Mr. K.'s 1st per. Chem.; G.S.'s and M.C.'s pudding light in the cafe; hockey club with Mr. D.; tennis club with Mr. R. and Mr. D....

PERALD SOONER
"Randy" ambition to be an architect secret ambition to be able to travel around the world memories summer '72; winner weekend; D.O.D.; B.D.'s party; 5th lunch; drivers ed.; Montvale; oranges; "Shop Right"; mumps germs; preachers L.W., B.B., C.T.; Seaside '72; German conventions; conclave '72; Port Jervis, crazy P.K.; "Saab Stories"

MARK ALAN STANEK
"Stan" ambition to go to college and enjoy life secret ambition to ride across country on a bike memories fr. Jr. 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th lunch; on the bench in fresh, baseball; Dr. Ed.: the shore; fresh. History; good times with E.C., G.V.G.; driving with C.B....
LINDA STANTON
"Lin" ambition Phys Ed. teacher secret ambition to someday find all the happiness I search for memories Boston's with J.P. and C.P.; surprise party for S.S.; the "boog"; Wayne Valley '71; being chief with D.L.; Girls' Show, white basketball '72; soph. gym; varsity hockey and R.S.; 2nd study; tryouts

RAYMOND J. STEELE
"Lead" ambition physician memories . . Eng. '72; Chem. '72

JANICE ANN STAWOWY
"Jan" ambition Lab technician secret ambition to be able to swallow a pill memories summer of '72 and great times with R.D.; ba-bing; Ye Concert; "rolling them"; "Clockwork Orange"; bowling with P.W., J.B., J.S., P.C.; Drew; D.A.'s and pool parties; summer of '71; G.L. Concert; 6th lunch jr. yr.; bonfire '71; Girls Show '70 and '71; Dr. Ed. with Mr. P.; Cotillion '70, '71; Puerto Rico with J.H. and K.H. weekends down Belmar; cases of B.U.D.; being friends with J.H. and doing everything together; picked for asst. head; being elected vice-pres.

DAVID ALAN STEWART

ELAINE STEWART
ambition to be a craftsman secret ambition to find a place where I can exist without having to know it's not my ideal reality memories millions; friends of union; "the Log"; "War"; Harris-Concert; free peoples' ball; Halloween '71; Sept. 26; Popeye and Olive Oyle; Halloween '72; peanut, 11 ptnt', dreamin', hazy, crazy, sometimes hazy; know which way the wind blows; thoughts of confusion

KLAUS STEINNAGEL
"spike" ambition chemistry secret ambition to cross the U.S.A. on bike memories 3rd, 4th and 5th lunches with the gang; track '72 especially beating Paramus for the first time; M. Sweckenfeld the one and only; also W.C., J.N., G.F., M.M., R.B., J.K., S.S., K.W., D.W., and F.L.P.

RAY KLUS STEINHAGEL
"pride" ambition chemistry secret ambition to cross the U.S.A. on bike memories 3rd, 4th and 5th lunches with the gang; track '72 especially beating Paramus for the first time; M. Sweckenfeld the one and only; also W.C., J.N., G.F., M.M., R.B., J.K., S.S., K.W., D.W., and F.L.P.
DAVID CHARLES STRASSER
"Stross" ambition to be happy and successful in life secret ambition to be a taste tester in a brewery memories frosh, football with F.P., H.G.; frosh, baseball with J.L.; shopping carts after football, "methhead" at chop-rite; gang from Wash. Pk.; Apr. 29, '72; Oct. 16, '71; Great times with D.P.; summer of '72; F.S.D.C., D.B.J.P.

MARK STROFF
"Fred" ambition to become a coordinator of Paleontological research secret ambition to be on the first manned flight to Pleides memories D's watch withstanding 1000 G's on bus 33

LINDA STUPPIELLO
ambition travel secret ambition to live free and easy memories yesterday; friends; California; camping exercises; the great escapes

ARNOLD STUDWELL
"Arnie" ambition to be a famous guitarist secret ambition to find a "white room" memories playing with "Wood Siege"; shore; buried treasure; going to concerts; JAM, ZIT, HNE; N.Y.C. sleeping in Port Authority; 551, A. and P.; S.O.J.L., B.W. and G.; good times with S.J., P.Z., M.Z.; Morgue City; P.M.C.

IRENE E. STUMPF
"I" ambition to become a speech therapist secret ambition to marry a certain someone and always be happy memories G. Rock; 70-71 Christmas dance; Sr. Prom W.V.; Bio. with M.S.; Dr. Ed. with S.S., T.C., J.J.; good times with R.C. and B.S.; N.Y. with G.P.; "A.R.R."; "Opel"; Milk Barn

LINDA STUPPIELLO
ambition travel secret ambition to live free and easy memories yesterday; friends; California; camping exercises; the great escapes

JANET SUIZZO
"Switz" ambition nurse or teaching secret ambition to always be around people who are happy memories 1st per. gym jr. yr. with P.T., M.F., A.M., D.M. and L.P.; good times with R.C. and A.M.; '72 Jr. Cotillion with T.C.; Passaic people; 4th study semi. yr.; getting home during bus strike; Girls' Show '71 and '72; 1st per. gym sr. yr.; scheming with R.C.

ED SULLIVAN
"Ed Sullivan" ambition to own a vaudeville theatre secret ambition to face it with a grin memories ski trips; canoeing; all night dark room; "Whitney and Sullivan"; A.B., C.D., E.F., G.H., I.J., K.L., M.N., O.P., Q.R., S.T., U.V., W.X., Y.Z.; Bathroom boys; riding around; twin gang; Valley Green '72 and '73; Lantern; Mr. K., the art room; You're the top; Darkroom with H.E., D.A. and D.W; My best friend D.W., J.P., Keys at Klien; Darkroom with F.L.

NICK SWETLITSCHNYJ
"Russian" ambition to work for Bell Telephone secret ambition National Guard printer memories Span. 1 class; gym class R.R., F.R.; walking around the halls; Russian I and II class; D.E. '72 F.R., D.S.; R.W.; electricity I class; Mr. G.
BARBARA SWISHER
"Barb" ambition secretary secret ambition to go back to Castellabate and Naples memories: summer of '72 with A.C., F.P., A.M.; T.T.N.R.R.I.A.B.A.N.C.Z.L.A.M.O.R.E.A.; July 23, '72; Capri B-4; Castellabate 8/28/72; rose, Ziteresa; good times with F.P. "B" ring: "Oh my darling"; bottle with A.M., F.P., 4/13/71...

MICHAEL DYMITRI SZACH
"Zok" ambition photographer secret ambition to tour the world from all angles with someone special memories Arizona 1970; the 1972; the Bakery; all the time trouble in Guidance; the U.S.S.R.; the GAC.

GREGORY M. SZMIAŁOWICZ
"Greg" ambition to attend a good college secret ambition to be reincarnated as Joe Namath memories '72 Chem. I class with S.H. and B.U.D.W.; '72 bowling team; "sunshine"; 1st per. U.S. History II; "what?"; 2 yrs. of gym with R.R.; '71 and '72 Girls' Shows; U.S. History I with R.W.; football games...

BARTBARA ANN TANIS
"Barb" ambition college secret ambition to always be happy and have success in life memories tying one on with the girls; good times with a certain wrestler; Color Guard; Girls' Show; being head of white marching and winning; football games; "Beenie" drivers ed.; Alg. I; wrestling matches; Manusquas; "Tony's"; Cotillion 78, '71; Prom '71...

GARY DAVID TABOR
ambition physical therapist secret ambition to run in the '76 Olympics memories D.S., R.D., P.L., B.S., B.C., P.K., G.I.; frosh. Cross Country; P.V. with M.C.; "Island"...

GARY DAVID TABOR
ambition physical therapist secret ambition to tour the world from all angles with someone special memories Arizona 1970; the 1972; the Bakery; all the time trouble in Guidance; the U.S.S.R.; the GAC.

CLAUDIA THALER
"Claude" ambition hair stylist secret ambition to drive in the Indianapolis 500 memories Mar. 12 to Sept. 25 with R.B.; climbing in the bathroom window with J.J.; hiking from seaside; New York with F.M.; driver ed. with Mr. B.; the shore '70; good times at Wilfred; fights with Al...

CINDY ANN TERRELL
"Sunshine" ambition college and singing secret ambition to live in the Shenandoah Valley, West Virginia memories tic tac toe in history; J.P.L.'s class; Mr. M. in Dr. Ed.; June '71 choir; P.P.; summers: Wayne Valley razz, getting lost with L.W., T.M., and S.G.; "The Group"; S.F., D.D., C.P.; Chinese fire drills; concert with H.M., U.S.; the farm in Pa...

MELINDA D. TERRANOVA
"Mindy" ambition college secret ambition to own a blue Corvette memories summer of '72 with L.H., D.T., J.F., and S.C.; good times with T.C.; fun with E.C., D.T., and T.B.; Bio I. Labor Day weekend parties...

BARBARA A. TATA
"Barb" ambition college secret ambition to always be happy and have success in life memories tying one on with the girls; good times with a certain wrestler; Color Guard; Girls' Show; being head of white marching and winning; football games; "Beenie" drivers ed.; Alg. I; wrestling matches; Manusquas; "Tony's"; Cotillion 78, '71; Prom '71...
PATRICIA TIERNEN

“Perv” ambition: airline secretary secret ambition: to find the endless summer memories. Spanish with Mr. A.; the farm with J.T. and R.M.; purple, blue and gray all in one day; “Jerome”; “5th per. Ultra Brite; good times with R.M., M.M., J.M., S.M., D.O., M.U.; Route 46 in the jeep; “How you say!” grey pigeon; “the code”; “last ride”; the Jungle Gang; working at the surf.

JONI TIERNEN

“Peanut” ambition: secretary secret ambition: to find that someone and live a happy life. memories L.S., L.K., L.S., J.F., J.K., J.P.; Saturday night with G.R.; Monday night driving with E.K.; drivers ed.; 1/8, 2/14, 2/17; shore ’72; McDonald’s Beach.

DEBORAH A. TISSOT

“Debbie” ambition: elementary school teacher; secret ambition: to dream the impossible dream. memories trips to Wayne; the “bench”; G.S. and S.M.; Prom ’72; seaside Hts. with J.F., L.H.; week with J.F., ski trips; G.E. snack bar; summer ’72 with J.F., M.T., S.G., and L.H.; archery with L.H.; fun with E.C., M.T., T.B.; Girls’ Show 4 years; committee head ’73.

RÉNÉE TOINE

ambition: office work; secret ambition: to own a sm. farm in Vt. with just animals; memories: clothing I with P.T.; frosh, soph, and jr. yr. with B.M.; summer of ’69, ’70, ’71; stealing bricks with J.L.; “all nites”; going to John’s 2:30 a.m.; per. 5 history soph. yr. with V.V., R.D.B., A.D., L.W.; Jan. & 1970 with L.M.; learning to drive with L.J.M.; going for my license; “the boy upstairs”; Alg. II with Pap Jo; M&S; the pub; SAGE; if it works 3 times, it’ll always work.

KAREN LYNN TOMKO

“Kar” ambition: college secret ambition: to be able to live my dreams memories being capt. of my Color Guard squad; ducks, puffs, bugs, cavalry and Girls’ Show ’73; a day at seaside with J.L. and L.H.; being rowdy at band camp; the gang in the white Corvair; typing for teachers; up the lake; Cotillion ’72; being marching comm. head with H.B.

MARK TOWERS

ambition: to become a phys. ed. teacher secret ambition: to run to California and back memories M.M., “my buddy”; football; wrestling; track; leather sleeves; king of soph. court; V.P.; “my bench”; the hospital; Cherry Creek, the rock at the mountain; second study Jr. yr.; buddy-pal-stuff-and-everything.

PATRICIA TOZZI

CAROL MARIE TULLIO
"Carol" ambition career in modeling secret ambition to live life to it's fullest memories Seaside '71 with M.W.; summer of '72; good times with M.M., A.W., M.D. and M.W.; special moments with F.S.; 3rd lunch jr. year; Sundays; long talks with A.P.; "frogs"; a white Capri; August 1, 1971; jr. Cotillion...

SUSAN M. ULRICH
"Sue" ambition college secret ambition to always find the freedom I've found in walking the vacant beaches of L.I.; memories B.C. and the "invisible dog"; twirling '71-'73; M.S. and the orange shirt; chem. lab 6th per.; Girls' Show Alg. with "J.P."; people and places in L.I., "Dock Scene" and jr. lunch with A.D.; ir. play; M&S field trips with the gang; telephone with L.W.; drivers ed...

JONATHAN VAN DUYN
"Jon" ambition to own an island secret ambition to be able to live the way I want to memories cutting 4th study; the park; sewer snoids; A.L.'s R.C.; art show; being able to sit on the front lawn; Spiderman's social problems; ravaging neighbor's refuse...

GLENN A. VAN GIESON
"Van" ambition pro soccer player secret ambition to meet P.E.L., memories soccer team of '70, '71, '72; 7th with D.L., A.B., J.J.; junior lunch...

MAUREEN ANN ULRICH
"Ulrich" ambition success secret ambition to try everything at least once memories E.J.; 4-H; ski trips; "looped" A.W.'s Tenn.; souvenirs; Minnisink Road; R.C., G.D., M.S.C.; Gore Mt.; D.C., D.O.; Dr. Ed.; weight watching; Applegates P.T., J.R.; 7th per.; J.H., F.B.; two flats on 80; M.T. for F.S.; "Hot Rod"; for sale at 12:00; C.B.; clean-up woman with T.A.; Hess, Pinch; good times with N.G., B.S., L.T., M.W....

J. ANN VAN GIESON
"Jan" ambition to be nurse secret ambition to be a nurse secret ambition to be a nurse...

JOSEPH VAN GIESON
"Joe" ambition chef secret ambition to live in a place where no one is in a hurry memories '70 with J.E.; '71 with J.E.; '72 with J.E.; cooking in Mrs. N.'s class; busting Mr. J.; running out of school to a fire; my changing grades

RONALD VAN GIESON
"Ron" ambition to work for the future memories the '72 yearbook; good times in art...
KEVIN VANHECKE

ambition  to be successful in music
secret ambition  to live in Calif. and
write my own music.  memories
summer of '72; Calif.: George Harrison
Concert with M.F., J.B., M.D.; girl's room
with T.C., P.T., D.L., J.B.; good times with
W.T.L., B.L.D.F., M.D., P.C.; cutting on the
front lawn; New Year's Party with M.F.,
P.C., F.U., J.J., etc.

YASMIN DOROTHY VARGAS

"Yaz" ambition  pediatric surgeon
secret ambition  to always be young
at heart memories 11/18/70; "banana";
Bucks '72; M and S field trips with
J.P., A.J., J.D., C.C., S.U., E.J.; Black Sabbath
Concert; "D"; flat tires; Greenwood Lake
with W.S.; "Me Too"; Studebaker; Lobo;
everyone that I love; long walks home;
shore; Maine with J.L.; "our corner"; being
happy with W.S.; 115 m.p.h.; caprice;
summer days, Chem. with Mr. B., G.W.,
and J.P.; my family; Prom '72; hiding in
the closet with J.P.; Valley Green, '73.

GAIL G. VETRONE

"Gail" ambition  model
secret ambition  to be an actress
memories 6th lunch jr. yr.; 7th per. crafts class
soph. yr.; my good friends B.K., B.M., D.M.,
R.M., D.M., parties with "the gang"; Heart-
break Road with G.L., B.K., M.H. jr. yr. with
G.L.; Cotillion jr. yr.; Mall Monday
nights

MAUREEN VOCATURO

"Millie" ambition  airline stewardess
secret ambition  to travel and meet
new people memories  good times
with sticky; 5 yrs. with L.Y.; a ring; loving a
certain family; Eng. 4 yrs. F.C.; fresh. yr.
J.D.; shore with D.Y., P.T., L.N., J.B., M.C.,
D.M.F.; James Taylor with J.J. DECA with
T.G., M.P., T.H., F.C.; working with M.P.;
day in Mexico in '72; Texas '72 with L.N.,
D.F., M.C., G.H.; "turkey" Aug. 26, '72;
Franks; dairy; Lantern; Tar Park
EDWARD VOORHIS

"Ed" ambition: drafman secret ambition. entering my dune buggy in the Baja memories. soccer; ice hockey club; detention with Mr. S.; dr. ed. with Mr. B.; good times with J.N., M.N., D.O.; bowling club; fun at the Dude Ranch; building the dune buggy; pictures of jr. 6th lunch by L.D.

RONALD WAGNER

"Gip" ambition: architect secret ambition to be a professional tennis player memories. I.R.O.C.; basketball tourneys; GAC Rec. hall; GAC ball; soph. track; listening to the human shovel M.B.; listening to the head J.S.; T.S., E.C.; Maine; one-on-one with S.T.; Russian fields.

MARYANN WALTER

"Mary" or "Mar" ambition: to be a nurse secret ambition: to swim with the Weeki Wache Springs Underwater Ballet in Fla. memories. bike riding with F.Z. and "the gang"; a night's ride with eight in a V.W.; breakfast on Garret Mt. with L.W. and T.M. at 5:30 A.M.; all the synchronize shows at the YMCA, shore with W.M.; hanging with the gang down-the-street; ice cream with P.H. and A.Z.; senior play with J.T.; gym with L.S. and C.W.

MARYANN WALTER

"Mary" or "Mar" ambition: to be a nurse secret ambition: to swim with the Weeki Wache Springs Underwater Ballet in Fla. memories. bike riding with F.Z. and "the gang"; a night's ride with eight in a V.W.; breakfast on Garret Mt. with L.W. and T.M. at 5:30 A.M.; all the synchronize shows at the YMCA, shore with W.M.; hanging with the gang down-the-street; ice cream with P.H. and A.Z.; senior play with J.T.; gym with L.S. and C.W.

MARILYN JOY WALLER

"Mar" ambition: speech therapist secret ambition: to live on an island with true happiness memories. summer of '71 with C.T.; advice from T.G.; twirling try-outs with M.D. and D.R.; sorority girls; "escape from Poconos"; Bethwood; N.Y.C. with J.C.; "passout" with J.D.Y., P.K., and R.S.; Belmar bug house; early-morning practices; good times with all my friends; romancin' 5th per. Eng.; exit by G.E. wih F.K., P.W. and S.C.

MARYLYN JOY WALLER

"Mar" ambition: speech therapist secret ambition: to live on an island with true happiness memories. summer of '71 with C.T.; advice from T.G.; twirling try-outs with M.D. and D.R.; sorority girls; "escape from Poconos"; Bethwood; N.Y.C. with J.C.; "passout" with J.D.Y., P.K., and R.S.; Belmar bug house; early-morning practices; good times with all my friends; romancin' 5th per. Eng.; exit by G.E. wih F.K., P.W. and S.C.

VIRGINIA WARREN

CHARLES WALTER WEBB
"Chuck" ambition marine biologist secret ambition to be president of a raise company; memories: M.D., J.D., B.O., M.M., R.O., J.L., K.C., J.H., C.P., P.M., L.W., N.S., J.Q, B.R, S.B., I.E., B.K., R.D., J.P., T.C., W.P.; "gang" basketball marathon; t's party; my party; Mr. "G", AHHH Do; "bee pops"

LOIS E. WELKER
"Lola" ambition Christian education secret ambition to ride a motorcycle around the world; memories: Finland '70 and '71; Led Zeppelin; meeting J.G.; Mother Egg; lemon; chief; big brother; mumps germs; motorcycle rides with T.B.; best times with J.T., B.B., S.G., R.S., C.T.; "Bridge" with V.C.; summer and plane crash of '72; senior play with L.A. and L.G.; cheesecake; sweet tarts and a certain piece of gum that got lost.

DONNA L. WERLAU
"Donnie" ambition computer operator and bookkeeper secret ambition to live for today; memories: Fr. Gr. A with L.S. and A.B.; Fr. 5th; soph. BM with G.U. and M.W.; triangle with L.M. and M.Z.; Thanks, game and dance with P.E. and L.S.; B.C. with E.S. and L.G.; bowling with L.M. and G.T., K.K. and R.J., T.J., S.P. '73; B.D.; 8th study '73; COE; 8/7/71

PATRICIA E. WEBSTER
"Patty" ambition veterinarian assistant secret ambition to make a certain someone happy; memories with B.B.; Seaside Heights; Dr. Ed.; good times with M.W., D.L., R.B., J.D., R.R., T.W.; rides with G.G.; 2nd study; 8th Eng.; a white Malibu: 5 and M and G and C; M.C.; exercises '71 and '72; New Year's Eve '71 and '72.

RAYMOND WHITE
"Ray" ambition C.P.A. secret ambition being comfortable memories: wearing glasses; Mr. R.'s driver's ed. class; cards '76; Mr. F.'s Spanish class.

WILLIAM SAMUEL WHITE
"Bill" ambition firefighter secret ambition to get out of school; memories: good times in our freshman year.

MICHAEL JOSEPH WERCHOLUK
"Chip" ambition to become a display artist; secret ambition to see the world; memories: bus 12; choir room; lunches 3,4,5,6; all my friends; T.B.; small skid; L.C.; small trip; Dirty Harry's 2nd per. Eng.

PATRICIA E. WEBSTER
"Patty" ambition veterinarian assistant secret ambition to make a certain someone happy; memories with B.B.; Seaside Heights; Dr. Ed.; good times with M.W., D.L., R.B., J.D., R.R., T.W.; rides with G.G.; 2nd study; 8th Eng.; a white Malibu: 5 and M and G and C; M.C.; exercises '71 and '72; New Year's Eve '71 and '72.

DOUGLAS WHITNEY
"Whit" ambition to pass physics and go to college; secret ambition to go cross country in my V.W.; memories: B.S., D.R., D.A., and E.S. at Mr. Peter; Tuesday night with E.P.; bathroom boy's; B.S. and frogs; lantern; midnight darkroom with E.S., H.E. and D.A.; "Whitney and Sullivan"; summer of '72 with B.S.; bus strike '72; my good buddy E.S.; phone calls to D.R. and a friend in Germany; '72 and '73 yearbook.
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COLLEN WOODS
ambition: elementary school teacher
secret ambition: to forget about time and take care of things as they come

DAVID STUART WILINSKI
"Dave": ambition: success
secret ambition: to be a great drummer
memories: several insane classes; writing: Mountain soph. year; Tocks Island

JOHN WILLS
"Bandy": ambition: secret ambition
secret ambition: to be six feet memories: the cottage; the farm, Mac's; driving with Pick; football with Bear...

JOHN WINSCHUH
"J.S.": ambition: to work as a janitor

PATRICIA ANN WILLIAMS
"Patsy", "Patty Cake", "Patty Ann": ambition: dancing teacher or a court recorder
secret ambition: to live in Calif., and get married to J.E.B.
memories: Calif. '69 and '72; Las Vegas '69 and '72; Catalina, Mexico; J.H., J.S.; Florida '71 and '72; Seaside, Belmar; Point Pleasant; Memorial Day Weekend; N.Y., Wildwood; getting stuck with Thudabita, with D.M., J.C., S.N., B.C., J.C., J.H.; Golden Star; Lantern; Dari; F's house; D. and M.'s weddings; J.S.'s pole

DONALD RUSSELL WICKS
"Sidney": ambition: to be able to spend my life playing music
secret ambition: to be an airline pilot
memories: Ralph at 7:30 A.M.; Mr. B. as the guest conductor; Florida with the band; Mr. C.'s Trans. Ill class; Mr. K.'s dance band; Mr. W. (big brother); student teaching for 4 yrs. of band and P.V.

CHRISTOPHER WINTER
"'73-28200": ambition to be secret ambition: to find something to give my life worth
memories: Ohio; Camp Elliott; Jesus!; sunshine and tea; love; oppression; "angel trumpeted and devil trombones"; finding the tragic humor of human existence

ROBERT VAN GIESON

ALAN W. SCHMIDT
"AI": ambition: attend college and attain a degree in Psychology
secret ambition: I would like to make a life out of helping people, possibly a social worker or psychologist
memories: when I think of my years at P.V. I will always remember the very fine and humane teachers I had, especially J.B. and J.K.; also, the combination anarchy-Chem. class taught by J.K....
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Guidance

Richard Steir B.S. M.A.
Industrial Arts

Anthony Suglia M.S. M.A.
History

Robert Steffy B.S. M.S.
Guidance

Nicholas Stanisci M.A.
Business

Richard Tarrant M.A.
Guidance

Joan Trotta M.A.
History
Cafeteria Staff

Adele Boyle — Mgr.
Rose Rego — As. Mgr.
Louise La Marita
Ann Grasik
Genivieve Procopio
Hazel Haigh
Hanna Wilhelm
Nettie Bayda
Rose Maglio
Rose Lo Guidice
Rose Romanauchas
Beatrice Pedati
Josephine Bushy
Joan Miller
Irma D'Amore
Anieta De Furia
Jean Miller
Custodians

CUSTODIAL STAFF
Ernest Smith
Joseph Mooney
Walter Ross
Thomas McLaughlan
John Scarpa
Alfonsy Reshutko
Harold Harding
Joseph Sklenar
Edward Kulha
W. Selepouchin
M. Fiorilla
James Lea
Douglas Luciano
Robert Avato
William Heerema
W. Benvenunuti
W. Strub
Ruth Canning
Josephine Wagner
ORGANIZATIONS
Health Careers Club

The Health Careers Club is an organization for all students interested in going into the health field. The object of the club is to explore the different health careers by inviting guest speakers, going on field trips, and holding group discussions. The club used different methods to raise money for their treasury, such as sponsoring cake sales and selling candy.

Pres.: David Middlemas
V. Pres.: Tom Brodo
Sec.: Mary Manachi
Treas.: Cathy Heese
Hist.: Karen Korona
Advisers: Mrs. Schmidt
Mrs. Miller

Ecology Club

The Passaic Valley Students For Environmental Protection was formed in March 1972. It is an organization dedicated to improving our environment by promoting environmental education and undertaking environmental projects.

Pres: Bill Constantine
V. Pres: Dan Decindio
Sec: Sue Sergey
Treas: Joe Lotito
Chess Club

The Chess Club meets after school where interclub competition was available and students could enjoy their games. The best players in the club are to play against some schools in this area representing our Passaic Valley Chess Team.

Pres: Dave Dwiggins
Adviser: Mr. Roth

Health Office Aides

The Health Office Aides are girls who volunteer to work during their study periods. In addition to assisting the nurses they learn about the essentials of conduct in performance of Health matters.

Advisors: Mrs. Schmidt
Mrs. Miller

1. Frank Zacchario 4. Mr. Roth
2. Lou Cinque 5. Dave Dwiggins
7. Paul Traina
8. Ray White
9. Don Bellow
10. Frank Zanfino
11. Irene Niven 14. Wendy Welker
12. Pam Armstrong 15. Barbara George
4. Virginia Riggs 17. Norma Carbone
5. Arlene Ostanek 18. Janet Middlemas
7. Mrs. Miller
Film Club

The Film Club encourages the creation and production of 8mm films. The process includes screen writing, shooting, editing, and sound tracking.

Pres: Jeff Grimshaw
V. Pres: Dave D’Alessio
Sec: Alexis Kidd
Adviser: Mr. Sayegh

Library Aides

The library aides have been in existence since 1943. They devote their study periods to work in the library. Their duties range from checking books in and out to organizing the periodical room and helping to file catalog cards.

Adviser: Mrs. Schaem
Honor Society

Membership in the Honor Society is the highest honor the Passaic Valley High School can bestow on a student. Students who, at the end of their junior year, have accumulated 40 points — 20 scholastic and 5 extra-curricular as a minimum — are eligible in the June of that year. Students are eligible at the end of their senior year if they have a minimum of 50 points.

Pres: Dave Lauber
V. Pres: Dave Stewart
Sec: Gail Barresi
Treas: Jeff Kirsch
Adviser: Mrs. Miller

C.O.E.

The purpose of the COE club is to develop aggressive leadership that is competent and self-reliant and to develop skills that will enable the members to participate effectively in business. The COE club expects to raise funds through cake sales and a cake sale to help send students to the National Convention in May.

Pres: Sandra Mueller
V. Pres: Patricia Williams
Sec: Irene Cordo
Tres: Ann Borelli
Hist: Mary Duffy
Adviser: Mr. De Paul
The Audio Visual

Technology (A.V.T.) Club provides operation, delivery and repair of a wide variety of audio visual equipment. The center is located in room 213, where a tightly knit group of embattled students dispense projectors, record players, tape recorders etc. with unbelievable cheerfulness and efficiency.

Advisers: Mr. Milling
Mr. Green
Mr. Emma

Chorus I

Chorus I includes students of all grade levels who are beginning vocal music. The purpose of this class is to provide a basic knowledge of theory and vocal technique.

Adviser: Miss Anderson
Boys' Gymnastics

The Boys' Gymnastic Club has been established at Passaic Valley with the hope that enough interest will generate among the students in the gymnastic area. If this is successful, the intent is to incorporate with the Girls' Gymnastic team and make this a co-ed activity.

Adviser: Mr. Metcalfe

1. Mr. Metcalfe
2. John Cipoletti
3. Danny Pagano
4. Mark Dickovics
5. Mike Szach
6. Donald Cavallo
7. Eugene Reda

School Store

The School Store provides sales service before school and during the lunch hours. The School Store volunteers make it possible to operate the store learning and experiencing various retailing techniques.

Adviser: Mr. Stanisci

1. Robert Saldarini
2. Carl Dirk
3. Mr. Stanisci
4. Ray White
5. Donna Werlau
Spanish Club

The purpose of the club is to better understand the Spanish speaking community. The members are given the opportunity to practice speaking in Spanish through the varied club activities, and field trips.

Pres: Anne Schultz
V. Pres: Anne Marie Shapiola
Sec: Donna Domigan
Tres: Kathy Koch
Adviser: Mrs. Fernandez

Poetry Club

The Poetry Club was formed this year. It meets weekly to write, read and discuss poetry.

Adviser: Mrs. Ludwig
Commercial Service Corps

This is one of the oldest clubs in the school, it was started in 1940. Students are recruited from various typing classes. They perform various duplicating and typing jobs for the staff. The club provides a wonderful opportunity for girls to get additional training in typing, as well as in operating the duplicating machine.

Adviser: Mrs. Williams

Stage and Lighting Crew

The stage and lighting crew provides the operation of the stage lighting equipment and assistance in stage construction for Masque and Sandal and other activities in school.

Pres: Sandra Carolla
V. Pres: Jean DenBraber
Sec: Tom Alino
Treas: Barbara Nelson
Hist: Jim Mesis
Adviser: Mr. DePasquale
Booster Club

The Booster Club, organized in 1958, is dedicated to supporting our athletic efforts. Members sell booster badges, make large posters to call attention to coming athletic events, and to provide bus transportation to away football games.

Pres: Debbie DeStefano
V.Pres: Mary Zizak
Sec: Marianne Tomasi
Adviser: Mrs. O'Brien

Weight Club

Men's Weight Training Club is made up of 300 members who lift weights to develop body. Some use weights to keep in shape for sports and some only enjoy lifting weights.

Adviser: Mr. Pellachia
Italian Club

The Italian Club's purpose is to expose students more fully to the Italian language, culture, and more through field trips, Italian food sales, and other planned activities.

Pres.: Edie DeCaprio
V. Pres.: Tina D'Alessandro
Sec.: Amy Duroska
Treas.: John Intili
Adviser: Mr. Salierno

Guidance Aides

Guidance Aides are a group of students who volunteer their services during their unassigned time. Some of the functions are requesting, ordering, categorizing and filing career information, distributing of class bulletins, and writing and distributing guidance appointment slips.

Adviser: Mr. Farrell
Video Club

The Video Club is comprised of students who utilize a vast array of television equipment. They video-tape sports events, classroom activities, and individual projects.

Advisers: Mr. Millings
Mr. Emma

1. Randy Dwiggins
2. Bernie Kashmen
3. Charlie Phillips
4. Cliff Davenport
5. Dave Middlemas
6. Bob Schlampf
7. Dave Dwiggins
8. Jeff Hensley
9. Carol Buttermor
10. Don Wicks
11. Barbara George
12. Joyce Strodecki
13. Mr. Milling

Bowling Club

Top bowlers in grades 9 through 12 participated in intramural competition, which is a league step-up.

Sec: Dave Dwiggins
Adviser: Mr. Frasche

1. Rich Simone
2. Mike Murray
3. Rick Gass
4. Scott MacCilvery
5. Paul Potazak
6. Cliff Jordan
7. Ken Lutz
8. Mike Faletto
9. Lou Cinque
10. Gene Vivino
11. Don Bello
12. Bob Schlampf
13. Ed Kuhla
14. John Hempstead
15. Joe Dimaio
16. Roy Menton
17. Dave Dwiggins
18. Lenny Traiman
19. Wayne Whitmore
20. Paul Traina
21. Fred Walters
22. Lenny Pollara
23. Mike Ronna
24. Mike Miller
25. Ken Peterman
26. Mr. Frasche
Main Office Workers

The girls who help in the Main Office do filing, help collect attendance cards and put them in order to make up the absentee list, deliver the absentee lists, sort mail, and do all errands that come up during the study period.

Adviser: Mrs. Oricchio

G.A.A.

The Girl’s Athletic Association was organized to give every girl in school the opportunity to participate in after-school sports. The GAA consists of officers, chiefs, managers of clubs and representatives of the physical education classes. The GAA is self-supporting. The proceeds from the Girl’s Show permits the GAA to offer an extensive after-school program.

Pres: Lynn Erbig
V. Pres: Robin Sardinsky
Sec: Debbie Gurak
Treas: Colleen May
Green Chief: Donna Lobosco
White Chief: Linda Stanton
Advisor: Mr. Patierno

1. Beth Harland
2. Gail Weiss
3. Kathy DiBuono
4. Gloria Lobosco
5. Mary Manachi
6. Raphia Pennilla
7. Donna DiBuono
8. Jocelyn Gregg
9. Diane Zeliznak
10. Claire Lobosco
11. Laurie Howes

1. Donna Lobosco
2. Linda Stanton
3. Colleen May
4. Debbie Gurak
5. Robin Sardinsky
6. Lynne Erbig
Attendance
Office Workers

There are girls assigned to the Attendance Office as aides. These girls have volunteered their services and transferred from their scheduled study periods. Some of their duties consist of: signing in students who are late and giving them passes; recording the date and time on each students' card and accepting notes from students who have been absent from school.

Adviser: Mrs. Javras

Masque and Sandal

The purpose of Masque and Sandal is to provide theatre and drama experiences for the students in Passaic Valley High School. Membership is open to all. Masque and Sandal meets officially on the second and fourth Wednesday of the month and works in the auditorium every day.

Pres: Elizabeth Fletcher
V. Pres: Sandra Carolla
Sec: Renee Toine
Bus. Manager: Maryann Reidy
Hist.: Maryann Mittler
S.G.A. Rep: Annette DiNapoli
Adviser: Anthony DePasquale

1. Marilyn Tucker
2. Maryann Reidy
3. Sandie Carolla
4. Chuck Kentis
5. Julius Tiritilli
6. Cathy Cestaro
7. Bob Matson
8. Jeanne DenBraber
9. Mr. DePasquale
10. Karen Mangan
11. Tom Aulino
12. Liz Fletcher
13. Mary Ann Miller
14. Marcy Seabridge
15. Ellen Connolly
16. Dawn Bodrogi
17. Renee Toine
18. Mary Manachi
19. Donna Sisco
20. Jay Schwartz
21. Barbara Nelson
22. Barbara George
23. Jeff Grimshaw
24. Joyce Strodendecke
Teacher Aides for Special Education

Teacher aides in special education volunteer time and effort to provide instructional assistance for special class students. The valuable contribution of service made by this group allows special students a greater opportunity to function effectively and to establish personal contact with a larger segment of the school population.

Adviser: Mrs. Weyhenmeyer

Valley Echo

The Valley Echo in past years sent the paper to a publisher to be printed, but this year they’re doing it themselves.

Editors:
Editor in Chief: Jeff Grimshaw
Associate: Dave Willinski
Art: Ralph Confredo
Photography: Mike Szach
Sports: Mark Liva
Exchange: Linda Vorheis
Adviser: Mrs. Miller

1. Mark Liva
2. Mark Mowrey
3. Bob Boehme
4. Ralph Confredo
5. Mike Szach
6. Fred Lugano
7. Tom Brodo
8. Greg Szymialowicz
9. Debbie Bungo
10. Jeff Grimshaw
11. Dave Willinski
French Club

This club is in the process of reorganizing this year. The purpose is to bring some aspects of the culture and customs of the French-speaking people of the world to the students. This entails field trips to New York City, Canada and France.

Pres: Joseph Diluccia
V. Pres: Dianne Zeliznak
Sec: Christine Vinton
Tres: Luanne Paulter
Adviser: Peter Braun

Tennis Club

The tennis club is designed to teach the basic skills and rules of the game of tennis. It is useful to those who have previous tennis and wish to increase their skills. The club uses simple drills and inter-play between its members, and is open to all students.

Advisers:
Mr. D'Elia
Mr. Dempsey
Mr. Roth

1. Mr. Dempsey
2. Jean Maye
3. Gail Weiss
4. Diane Silbernagel
5. John Abene
6. Robert Schlamp
7. Donna Brown
8. Kim Mrocka
9. Tom Solkowski
10. Sue Ulrich
11. Melody Biagi
12. Sue Henry
13. Anne Nowakowski
14. Alexis Javras
15. Donna McKindary
16. Alex Sypniewski
17. Guy Caso

1. Gail Pikaard
2. Teresa DeBlasio
3. Laura Graepel
4. Claire Lotito
5. Luanne Paulter
6. Kathleen Shaw
7. Carolyn Schultz
8. Mr. Braun
9. Cheryl Bender
10. Dianne Zeliznak
11. Linda Mayer
12. Beth Brindisi
13. Ellen Brindisi
14. Christine Vinton
S.G.A.

The purpose of the Student Government Association is to serve as a middle-ground for students, faculty, and administration to iron out problems common to each group. The S.G.A. also serves a representative body of the students at Passaic Valley High School.

Pres: John Cippoletti
V. Pres: Harry Emma
Sec: Sandy Senchak
Treas: Fred Lugano
Denise Diehl
Adviser: Mr. Joganow
It's true in any sport that the first year is always the hardest, and P.V.'s tennis team will be no exception. Behind the direction of Coach Roth the eight man squad will open with their first interscholastic match this April. The team is made up of seniors Steve Retzer, Ron Wagnor, Don Meszaros, Mark Stanek, Jay Mason, Fred Lugano, Ken Sowa, and Sophomore Mark Dehooge. The tough competition of the NNJIL should prove to be a good test for this rookie team.
The 1973 Valley Green would like to thank the following people for their help and interest shown in our book:

Mr. Frank Ball, Jr.
Josten's American Yearbook Company
Lorstan-Thomas Studios
Mrs. Brennan
Mrs. Mathews
Mr. Hackes
Mr. Mercandante (For putting up with us)
Steve Pullara
Miss DiSimone
Michele Demkowicz
Al Sypniewski
Diane Passaretti
GOODBYE